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 গগণাৰ একাদশ সংখ্যাটিসয় আসপানাসৈাকলৈ কবিয়াই আবনসে নিুন িেৰৰ শুসেচ্ছা আৰ ুৰঙাৈী বিহুৰ বহয়া েৰা 
ওৈগ| চাওঁসি চাওঁসি চকুৰ প্ৰচাৰসি আমাৰ সকসৈাসৰ অবিলক মৰমৰ িাবষমক আসৈাচনী ‘গগণাই’ একাদশ সংখ্যাি 
েবৰ বদসৈ| এই চ াৱা এঘাৰটা িেৰি আবম ‘গগণা’ খ্বনক নিুন ৰপুি সজাই পৰাই সকসৈাসৰ আগি 
আগিিািলৈ অসশষ প্ৰসচষ্টা চৈাইসো| এই চেত্ৰি আসপানাসৈাকৰ সহায়, সহস াগ আৰ ুঅৱদান সদাসয় উসেখ্নীয়| 
বিগি িেৰৰ দসৰ এইিাসৰা গগণাৰ চবৈি িেৰৰ সংখ্যাটি সকসৈাসৱ মৰমসৰ আসকাৱাবৈ ৈ’ি িবুৈ আশা ৰাবখ্সৈা|  

মহামাৰী ক’ৰনা োইৰােৰ সংক্ৰমসণ সমগ্ৰ বিশ্বসি েয়ািহ ৰপূ ধাৰণ কবৰ ত্ৰাসৰ সবৃষ্ট কবৰসে| শি-সহস্ৰ চৈাসক 
এই মহামাৰীৰ কৱৈি প্ৰাণ চহৰৱুাইসে| প্ৰবি মহূুিম সি িবৃি পাইসে ক’ৰনা আক্ৰান্ত চৈাকৰ সংখ্যা| এক উবিগ্নিা 
আৰ ু অবনশ্বয়িাৰ িািািৰণি ভ্ৰাৰাক্ৰান্ত আবজ আবম সকসৈা| এসন দসু মাগৰ বদনি প্ৰবি বদসন-বনশাই চসৱা 
আগিিাই চ াৱা সকসৈা কমীক আবম নিমস্তক কৃিজ্ঞিা জ্ঞাপন কবৰসো| আহকসচান আবম সকসৈাসৱ একবত্ৰি হহ 
এই চকাবেড প্ৰবিসৰাধী  ুজঁি সকসৈাসৱ সহস াগ কবৰ চৰকাৰৰ প্ৰসচষ্টাক সহঁাবৰ জনাও| আশা ৰাবখ্সো এই  
সংকটৰ মহূুিম  চ ন অবি চসানকাসৈই সমগ্ৰ বিশ্বৰ পৰা নাইবকয়া হহ পসৰ আৰ ুসকসৈাসৰ জীৱনলৈ সখু্, শাবন্ত, 
প্ৰীবি আৰ ুসমবৃি পণুৰ ঘবুৰ আসহ িাসৰই কামনা কবৰ চবৈি িেৰৰ গগণা খ্ন আসপানাসৈাকলৈ আগিসিাৱা হ’ৈ| 

The eleventh edition of Gogona is bringing you all the good wishes for Assamese New Year and Rongali 

Bihu. With a blink of an eye, everyone’s dearest annual magazine ‘Gogona’ has reached the Eleventh edi-

tion. In the past eleven years, we have been trying to endeavour to present Gogona in a unique style. In 

this regard your help, support and contribution are remarkable. We are presenting the current edition of 

Gogona with the utmost hope that it will be embraced by everyone with love like last year. 

The global outbreak of novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has created havoc and panic everywhere. 

The transmission of this pandemic is extremely severe and has already taken away many lives. The num-

bers of infected people have risen every moment and caused global tension. Today we are living life in 

the atmosphere of uncertainty and anxiety. In this global crisis, we would like to extend our huge thanks 

to all front-line workers who have been providing service day and night under unprecedented pressure. 

Let’s get united to fight against this global pandemic and acknowledge the effort of the Government. We 

are presenting the current year’s Gogona with the hope that this crisis situation would soon vanish from 

the entire world and brings back peace, happiness, prosperity to the lives of  everyone.  

          From Gogona Editorial Team  

            ( গগণা সম্পাদনা সবমটিৰ হহ) 

         Shrutidhara Kaushik  ( শ্ৰুবিধাৰা চকৌবশক) 
 

সম্পাদকীয়/ Editorial  

Editorial Team 

Shrutidhara Kaushik Snigdha  Choudhury (Luki) Dr Rukmi Dutta 

Special Courtesy:  

Graphics  & Layout Design 
Ankuran Goswami 
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  গগণা                        ২০২০                      Gogona  

বিহু নাচ,পথাৰৰ পৰা মঞ্চলৈ             
    বিগ্ধা চচৌধুৰী (ৈুবক)  

 
“১৯৩৪ চনি চগাৈাঘাটি ৰঙাৈী বিহু চপাণ প্ৰথম িাৰৰ 

িাসি  মঞ্চি পবৰসিশন কৰা হহবেৈ িবুৈ জনা  ায় |” 
   
বিহু নাচৰ উৎসসনা বক িা বিহু নাচ চকবিয়াৰ 

পৰা আৰম্ভ হহবেৈ িাক সঠিলক চকাৱাসটা কঠিন৷ 
মানসুহ সেযিাৰ পথি চখ্াজবদ চখ্বি কবৰিলৈ 

বশকাৰ আগসি হািি আজবৰ সময় নাবেৈ িবুৈসয়ই 
ক’ি পাবৰ৷ প্ৰবি বদনৰ চিবে োগ সময় খ্াদযৰ 
সন্ধান আৰ ু চ াগাৰ কসৰাসিই পাৰ হহ হগবেৈ৷ 
চখ্বি কবৰিলৈ বশকাৰ পােি চখ্বিৰ ফচৈ চপাই 

মানসুহ অৈপ উশাহ ৈিলৈ সময় চপাৱা হ’ৈ৷ এই 
আজবৰ সময় হািি অহাৰ পৰাই ৈাসহ ৈাসহ কৈা-
কৃবষ্টসৰা আৰম্ভ হ’িলৈ ধবৰসৈ৷ চখ্বিৰ ফচৈি 

বনজৰ কষ্টৰ ফৈ চদবখ্ আনন্দি আত্মহাৰা হহ চডকা
-গােৰসুৱ বমবৈ মুকবৈ পথাৰি, হনৰ পাৰি আসপান 
পাহৰালহ  নাচ-গানি মগ্ন হহ পসৰ৷ মানহুৰ বিশ্বাস 
আবেৈ চ  নাচ-গানৰ শব্দই প্ৰকৃবিক উৰ্ব্মৰা কবৰ 

চিাসৈ৷ আধুবনক বিজ্ঞানৰ মসিও গীি-মািৰ শব্দই 
শসযৰ ফচৈি সহায় কসৰ িবুৈ কয়৷  মঠুসি 
অসমি মানসুহ চখ্বি কবৰিলৈ বশকাৰ সময়ৰ বপেসৰ 

পৰা বিহু নাচ আৰ ু িাৰ পােি বিহুসৰা আৰম্ভ 
চহাৱা িবুৈ ক’চৈ হয়সিা িৰ েুৈ কৰা নহ’ি৷ 
 

বিহু অসমীয়া জািীয় উৎসৱ আৰ ুই কৃবষসকবিক৷ 

সকসৈা জাবি, িণম িা ধৰ্ম্ম ৰ চৈাসক এই উৎসৱি 
অংশ গ্ৰহণ কসৰ৷ িেৰৰ বিবেন্ন ঋিুি কৃবষৰ ৈগি 
সঙ্গবি ৰাবখ্  ুগ  ুগৰ পৰা অসমি বিবনটা বিহু 
পাৈন কৰা হহ আবহসে৷ িসন্ত কাৈি চ বিয়া কৃবষৰ 

প্ৰস্তুবিৰ সময় আসহ, চিবিয়া উদ  াবপি কৰা হয় 
িহাগ িা ৰঙাৈী বিহু, চিসনদসৰ শৰৎ কাৈি চখ্বি 
চৰাৱা, সামৰা সময়ি পাৈন কৰা হয় কাবি িা 

কঙাৈী বিহু আৰ ু শীি কাৈি চখ্বিৰ ফচৈ 
চসপাৱাৰ সময়ি পাৈন কৰা হয় মাঘ িা চোগাৈী 

বিহু৷ বিহু বিবন বিধ  বদও ৰঙাৈী বিহুসৱই হ’ৈ 
অসমৰ মৈূ উৎসৱ| 
 

এবিয়া আসহা বিহু নাচলৈ৷ অনমুান কবৰি পাবৰ চ  
চডকা-গােৰসুৱ বিহু নাবচ চ বিয়া ৰাইজৰ আগি 
প্ৰদশমন কবৰি পৰা হ’ৈ, সমাজৰ গণয-মানয চৈাক 

সকসৈ এই বিহুৱা দৈ সমহূক ঘৰৰ চচািাৈি বিহু 
নাবচিলৈ আমন্ত্ৰণ কৰা আৰম্ভ কসৰ৷ এই দসৰই 
বিহুৰ জনবপ্ৰয়িা িাবিিলৈ ধসৰ৷ 
 

শুনা  ায় চ  অসমি বিহু নাচৰ পৃষ্ঠসপাষকিা কৰা 
প্ৰথম জন 
ৰজা আবেৈ 

আসহাম ৰজা 
স্বগমসদউ ৰদু্ৰ 
বসংহ|  প্ৰায় 

১৭০৬ চনৰ পৰা ৰঙাৈী বিহুি বিহুৱা দৈক 
ৰংঘৰৰ সন্মখু্ি বিহু প্ৰদশমন কবৰিলৈ আমন্ত্ৰণ কৰা 
হহবেৈ আৰ ু চিসখ্িৰ পৃষ্ঠসপাষকিাসিই বিহু নাচৰ 
বিস্তাৰ আৰম্ভ হয় িবুৈও চকাৱা হয়৷ 
 

চিজপুৰৰ ওচসৰ-পাজসৰ চপাৱা নৱম শবিকাৰ 

িহুসিা িৰুঞ্জীমৈূক োস্ক ম ফৈকি বিহু নাচৰ নমনুা 
চদবখ্িলৈ চপাৱা  ায়৷ চসই প্ৰাচীন কাৈৰ বিহু গীি 
আৰ ু বিহু নাচ সময়ৰ ৈগি িহুসিা সৈবন হ’িলৈ 
ধবৰসৈ৷ সময়ৰ চসাঁিি সমাজ এখ্ন সৈবন চহাৱাসিা 

স্বাোবিক| অনমুান কবৰি পাবৰ চ  িহু ধৰণৰ 
সৈবনৰ বপেিসহ বিহু নাসচ িৰ্ত্মমানৰ ৰূপ ধাৰণ 
কবৰসে৷ প্ৰাচীন কাৈৰ আৰ ু িৰ্ত্মমানৰ বিহু নাচৰ 

মাজি বনশ্চয় আসে আকাশ পািাৈৰ পাথমকয৷ 
িথাবপও বিহু গীিৰ মূৈ িৰ্ত্ৰ হয়সিা অিযাবধক 
োসি সৈবন চহাৱা নাই িবুৈ োবিি পাবৰ৷ বিহু 

গীিসিাৰি চপ্ৰম, োৈসপাৱাৰ আসিগ, বিৰহ ইিযাবদ 
অনেূুবি চিাৰ প্ৰাচীন কাৈৰ পৰাই চবৈ আবহসে  
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আৰ ু িৰ্ত্মমানসটা চসই োসিই চবৈ থকা চদবখ্িলৈ 
চপাৱা  ায়৷  
 

এবিয়া কথা হ’ৈস  বিহুক চকবিয়াৰ পৰা পথাৰৰ 
পৰা মঞ্চলৈ অনা হ’ৈ? ১৯৩৪ চনি চগাৈাঘাটি 

ৰঙাৈী বিহু চপাণ প্ৰথম িাৰৰ িাসি মঞ্চি 
পবৰসিশন কৰা হহবেৈ িবুৈ জনা  ায়| িাৰ পােি  
ৰঙাৈী বিহু ১৯৩৫ চনি চদৰগাঁৱি আৰ ু ১৯৪১ 

চনি বশৱসাগৰি মঞ্চি পবৰসিশন কৰা হহবেৈ| 
গুৱাহাটীৰ উজানিজাৰি ১৯৫২ চনি ৰঙাৈী বিহু 
মঞ্চি পবৰসিশন কৰাৰ পােিসহ মঞ্চি ৰঙাৈী বিহু 
পিা কথাসটা সমগ্ৰ চগাসটই অসমিাসী ৰাইজৰ 

মাজি জনাজাি আৰ ু জনবপ্ৰয় হহ পসৰ৷ এিাৰ 
মঞ্চি স্থান চপাৱাৰ পােি বিহু নাচ দ্ৰুি গবিি 

সৈবন হ’িলৈ আৰম্ভ কসৰ৷ হুচৰী, চজং বিহু, বিহু-  
ৰাণী অথিা বিহু সম্ৰাজ্ঞী আবদ বিহু সমহূ আৰম্ভ 

হহ আধুবনকিা িিাৰ ৈগসি বিহু নাচ চৈাক-নিৃযৰ 
োপৰ পৰা আঁিবৰ অহা চ ন অনেুৱ হয়৷ এই 
বিষসয় ৰাইসজই বিচাৰকৰ্ত্মা হ’ি ৈাবগি| 

িথয সংগ্ৰহ: 
http://www.xahitya.org/2013/04/14/%E0%A6%AC%E0%
A6% 

BF%E0%A7%B1%E0%A7%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%
E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%B0-%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%A5%E0%
A6%A4-%E0%A6%AC%E2%80%99%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%
BE%E0%A6%97-%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B9%
E0%A7%81-%E0%A6%B2/ 

https://www.nezine.com/info/
TUhCblFUMGd5S29oQlN6WFY1RGg1Zz09/evolution-of-
bihu-nach.html 
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    ৰঙাৈী বিহুৰ চসাণসসৰীয়া পৰম্পৰা 
             মসনাৰমা চদৱী, বশৈপুখু্ৰী, গুৱাহাটী 
 

বিহু অসমৰ জািীয় উৎসৱ। অসমীয়া মানসুহ িেসৰকি বিবনটা বিহু অবি বনষ্ঠা আৰ ু 

একাগ্ৰিাসৰ উৈহ মাৈসহসৰ পাৈন কসৰ। এই বিহু বিবনটা হ'ৈ–ৰঙাৈী বিহু িা িহাগ বিহু,    
কঙাৈী বিহু িা কাবি বিহু আৰ ুচোগাৈী বিহু িা মাঘ বিহু। িেৰৰ চশষৰ মাহ চ'ি। এই চ’ি আৰ ুিহাগ 
মাহৰ চদামাহীি ৰং-ৰহইসেসৰ পাৈন কৰা বিহুটিসয়ই হ'ৈ িহাগ বিহু। আবহন আৰ ুকাবি মাহৰ চদামাহীি 
পাৈন কৰা হয় কাবি বিহু আৰ ুপুহ আৰ ুমাঘ মাহৰ চদামাহীি পাৈন কৰা হয় মাঘ বিহু। আমাৰ এই বিহু 

বিবনওটাৰ প্ৰসিযকসৰ ৈগি সংগবি ৰাবখ্ আবম চকইটামান অপবৰহা ময কা ময সম্পাদন কবৰ আবহসো।  
 

িহাগ বিহুৰ ৈগি বিহুৱানৰ ওিঃসপ্ৰাি সম্বন্ধ। িহাগ বিহুৰ সময়ি প্ৰকৃবিসয়ও নিুন সাজ বপসন্ধ। গে-
গেবনৰ পুৰবণ পািসিাৰ সবৰ নিুন পাি ওৈায়। ফসৈ-ফুসৈ গেসিাৰ জাবিষ্কাৰ হহ পসৰ। অসমীয়া 
মবহৈাসকসৈও পবৰয়াৈৰ প্ৰবিজন চৈাকসক বিহুৱান বদিলৈ উঠি পবৰ ৈাসগ। অনাগি বদনসৰ পৰা 
অসমি বিহুৱানৰ গুৰতু্ব আৰ ুসমাদৰ চবৈ আবহসে। আমাৰ অসমীয়া সমাজৰ প্ৰবিসটা পবৰয়াৈি িাঁিশাৈৰ 
িযৱহাৰ আবেৈ, িিম মাসনা নথকা নহয়। অসমৰ প্ৰবিগৰাকী মবহৈাই আগৰ বদনি কাসপাৰ িি জাবনবেৈ| 
ঘৰখ্নৰ ৈাগবিয়াৈ কাসপাৰবখ্বন চিওঁসৈাসক বনজহাসিসৰ িাঁিশাৈি হি উবৈয়াইবেৈ। বিহুৱান 
িিলৈ ফাগুনৰ মাহসি সূিাি মাৰ বদয়া কাম চশষ কবৰবেৈ–অথমাৎ ফাগুনৰ মাহসি বিহুৱানৰ আৰম্ভবণ কবৰ 

বিহুৰ আগসি হি উবৈয়াইবেৈ। বিহুৱান  িবুৈসৈ ৰঙা আেু সূিাসৰ পাবৰ বদয়া ফুৈ চিাৈা গাসমাোসক িসুজাৱা 

হয়। িিম মান গাসমাোৰ সৈবন িযৱহাৰৰ উপস াগী বেন  বেন সাজপাৰসকা বিহুৱান িবুৈসয় কয়। মঠুৰ ওপৰি 
গসে নিুন পাি ধাৰণ কৰাৰ দসৰ মানসুহও িেৰৰ আৰম্ভবণসি নিুন িস্ত্ৰ পবৰধান কসৰ। আগৰ বদনি মা, 
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আইিাসক ধবৰ পবৰয়াৈৰ মবহৈাসকসৈ অবি আদৰ আৰ ু সন্মান সহকাসৰ বিহুৱান হি 
উবৈয়াইবেৈ। ফাগুনৰ মাহসি বিহুৱানৰ সূিা বকবন আবন মাৰ বদ িাবি কাবি কাসপাৰ িিলৈ আৰম্ভ 
কসৰ; কাৰণ চ'িৰ মাহি বিহুৱানৰ আৰম্ভবণ কবৰি 'নাপায়' িুবৈ িসয়াসজযষ্ঠ জসন কয়। চসই সময়ি 
িসয়াসজযষ্ঠ জসন 'নাপায়' িবুৈ ক'সৈ-বকয় নাপায়’ িাক চসাধাৰ  প্ৰসয়াজন চিাধ চকাসনও কৰা নাবেৈ। 

চিওঁসৈাসক চকাৱা সকসৈা কথাই বিনা প্ৰবিিাসদ সকসৈাসৱ পাৈন কবৰবেৈ। গবিসক অসমীয়া নাৰীসয় ঘৰখ্নৰ 
 ািিীয় সকসৈা কাম কবৰও অবি চহপাসহঁসৰ বিহুৱান চিাৱাি িযস্ত হহ পবৰবেৈ। চিওঁসৈাসক বিহুৱানক 
ইমাসনই  ম মযদা প্ৰদান কসৰ চ  অশুবচ গাসৰ িাঁিশাৈখ্ন স্পশমই নকসৰ। 
 

িহাগ বিহু সাধাৰণসি সািবদন ধবৰ পাৈন কৰা হয়। চদামাহীৰ বদনা প্ৰথম বিহু। চসইবদনা গাৱৰঁ হন-

বিৈ িা খ্াৈ আবদি পবৰয়াৈৰ ৈ'ৰা িিুা আবদ সকসৈাসৱ বমবৈ ৰং চধমাবৈ কবৰ গৰুক গা ধুৱাই। অসম  
কৃবষ প্ৰধান চদশ। চসসয়সহ কৃষক পবৰয়াৈৰ িাসি গৰু অপবৰহা ময। হাসৈাৱা গৰ ুনহ'সৈ িাহাবনৰ বদনি চখ্বি  
কৰা অসম্ভৱ আবেৈ। ' াৰ নাই গৰ ুবস সিাসিালক সৰ'ু। এই প্ৰিচন ফাঁবকসয় অসমীয়া চৈাক জীৱনি গৰৰু 
স্থান বনৰূপণ কসৰ। গৰকু গা ধুৱািলৈ বনওঁসি বসহঁিৰ গাি বমঠাসিৈ সাবন দীঘৈবি মাবখ্য়বিৰ ডাসৈসৰ 
চকািাই চকািাই হৈ  ায়, ৈাউ, চিসঙনা চকৈ চকৈলক কাটি মাৈা গাঁঠি গৰকু মাৈা বপন্ধায় আৰ ুএসনদসৰ 
গায়-'দীঘৈবি দীঘৈ পাি, গৰু চকািাও জাি জাি। মাৰ সৰ ুিাসপৰ সৰ,ু িই হবি িৰ গৰ।ু।' গধূবৈ গৰু 
চগাহাবৈলৈ আবহসৈ বসহঁিক মৰাপাট আৰ ু শুকান িৰাগেৰ আঁসহসৰ হিয়াৰ কৰা নিুন পঘাসৰ িাসন্ধ-

চসই নিুন পঘাই হ'ৈ গৰৰু বিহুৱান।  
 

বিিীয়বদনা মানহু বিহু। চসইবদনা ঘৰৰ মা-আইিাহঁসি িাঁিশাৈৰ পৰা নিুন গাসমাোসিাৰ কাটি আবন, ধুই 
ৰ'দি শুকািলৈ বদসয় আৰ ু পবৰয়াৈৰ ৈ'ৰা চোৱাৈীসক ধবৰ আন সদসয সকসৈও গা-পা ধুই জা-
জৈপান চখ্াৱাৰ বপেি এডাৈ মাবৰসৰ গাসমাোসিাৰ অথমাৎ বিহুৱানসিাৰ আবন োসগ োসগ প্ৰসিযকসৰ গাি 

বদসয়। সৰু কাৈি ৈ'ৰা চোৱাৈীহঁসি মাসক িা আইিাসক মাবৰসৰ আবন বিহুৱান গাি বদয়া চকৌশৈসটা চদবখ্  

িৰ আসমাদ পাইবেৈ। ৈ'ৰাবৈ কাৈি চমাৰ ডাঙৰ ৈ'ৰাসটাসৱ জা-জৈপান চখ্াৱাৰ বপেি আইিাসক বিহুৱান  
বদয়া সময়বখ্বনলৈ অধীৰ অসপো কবৰবেৈ আৰ ু বিহুৱান বডবঙি চমবৰয়াই হৈ আনন্দসি নাবচ-িাবগ 
আটাইসকইটা ৈ'ৰা-চোৱাৈীসয় আনন্দি আত্মহাৰা হহ পবৰবেৈ। আবজও চসই বদনসিাৰ িাৰ মনি সজীৱ 
হহ আসে আৰ ুঅিীিৰ মধুৰ স্মৃবি সুৱঁবৰ বস িৰ আনন্দ পায়। আমাৰ এই পৰম্পৰাগি োসি চবৈ অহা 
বনয়মসিাৰ সচঁালকসয় িৰ আদশমনীয় আৰ ু আসমাদজনক আবেৈ। এই সািবিহুৰ বেিৰসি জী-চজাঁৱাইক 

মাবি আবন বিহুৱান বদসয় আৰ ুপবৰয়াৈৰ আনসকৈ বমবিৰ কুটুম্বৰ মাজসিা বিহুৱানৰ আদান প্ৰদান কসৰ।  
এই কা মযই পবৰয়াৈৰ মাজি থকা মৰম-চচসনহ, শ্ৰিা-েবি, আন্তবৰকিা, একাগ্ৰিা আবদৰ সুন্দৰ পবৰচয়  
দাবঙ ধসৰ। বিহুৱানৰ আন এটি পৰম্পৰাও এইবখ্বনসি উসেখ্ কবৰি পাবৰ। আগৰ বদনি বকেুমান পবৰয়াৈি 
প্ৰথম সন্তানসটাক(ৈ’ৰাই হওক িা চোৱাৈীসয়ই হওক)িহাগ বিহুি “আনাকাটা” বিহুৱান বদবেৈ। “আনাকাটা” 
গাসমাো, চাদৰ, ধুবি আবদৰ প্ৰচৈন এবিয়াও আমাৰ মাজি আসে। সাধাৰণসি বিয়া, উপনয়ন, চূড়াকৰণ 
আবদি এই কাসপাৰ িযৱহাৰ কৰা হয়। “আনাকাটা” কাসপাৰ এিাৰি এখ্নসহ হি উবৈয়াি পাবৰ। কাৰণ 
গাসমাো, চাদৰ, ধুবি আবদ ব  কাসপাসৰই নহওক চিাৱা চশষ চহাৱাৰ পােি নকটালক িাঁিশাৈৰ পৰা 
উবৈয়াই অনা হয়। গবিসক এই কাসপাৰ চিাৱা অবি  ত্নৰ কাম। িদপুবৰ এই কাসপাৰখ্নক িহুি পবিত্ৰ আৰ ু
গুৰতু্বপূণম িবুৈ বিসিবচি কৰা হয়। চসসয়সহ শুে কা মযি ইয়াৰ িযৱহাৰ অবি আৱশযকীয়। বিহুৱানৰ ৈগসি 
আবম পৰম্পৰাগি োসৱ পাৈন কবৰ অহা আন এটি বনয়মৰ কথাও উসেখ্ কবৰিলৈ বিচাবৰসো। 
 

বিহুৰ বদনা পবৰয়াৈৰ সকসৈাসৱ গা ধুিৰ কাৰসণ মা-আইিাহঁসি মাটি মাহ, হাৈবধ আৰ ুআমৰ কবৈ এসকৈসগ   
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বমহৈাই বপহনাি বপবচ  িনাই বদসয়। চসই বমশ্ৰণসটাসৰ গা ধুসৈ িেৰসটালৈ চমম চৰাগ, ঘামবচ আবদৰ পৰা 
পবৰত্ৰাণ চপাৱা  ায় িবুৈ এটা চৈাকবিশ্বাস চবৈ আবহসে। অৱসশয অসমৰ সকসৈা ঠাইসি এই পৰম্পৰা 
নাথাবকিও পাসৰ।  
 

িিম মান বিশ্বায়নৰ  ুগি সামাবজক ৰীবি নীবিৰ পবৰিিম ন আৰ ু পবৰিিম ন িথা মানহুৰ 
জীৱন সংগ্ৰামৰ প্ৰসকাপ িাবি চ াৱা িাসি এই পৰম্পৰাসিাৰৰ ধৰণ কৰণ সৈবন অথিা বিৈবুি ঘটা       

পবৰৈবেি হয়।  বকন্তু এই চসাণসসৰীয়া বনয়মসিাৰ অসমীয়া মানহুৰ স্বকীয় হিবশষ্টযৰ পবৰচায়ক।                 

শৰৎ িন্দনা 
শৰিৰ সবন্ধয়া আকাশি জ্ববৈসে 

পূবণমমাৰ ৰপূাৈী চজান, 
চচািাৈৰ আগৰ চশৱাৈী জবুপ 

চগাসন্ধ আসমাৈ-চমাৈ।  

িৰ হনৰ পাৰি হাবৈসে-জাবৈসে 
কহুৱা বিবৰণা খ্াগবৰ নৈ, 
বিৈৰ পানীি চবৰসে-ফুবৰসে 

ৰাজহাহঁ খ্ৰাবৈৰ দৈ। 
 

পুৱবি বনশা বনয়ৰৰ মকুুিা সবৰসে 
দিুবৰৰ চসউজীয়া দবৈচাি, 

িাসক চদবখ্ িকুসৈও মাবৰসে হাবঁহ 

ৈটুি-িাগবৰ িাি। 
 

ঢাক-চঢাৈ শংখ্ ধ্ববন িাবজসে 
চদৱী দগুমাৰ িন্দনাি, 

উৈসহ-মাৈসহ নধৰা হহসে 

এই সুন্দৰ িসুন্ধৰাি। 
 

আন্ধাৰৰ পাৰ োবঙ চপাহসৰও চমবৈসে চিহা 
দীপাৱৈীসি হহ উদ্ভাবসি, 

চেদ-োৱ পবৰহবৰ চপ্ৰমৰ গান গাও 

আবম সকসৈাসৱ হহ একবত্ৰি। 

স্বপ্না মজমুদাৰ চন্দ 
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ি'হাগ মাসন ৰঙৰ চমৈা 
ি'হাগ মাসন ৰঙৰ চমৈা 

চসউজীয়া, ৰঙা, নীৈা, হাৈধীয়া 
 ৰঙসৰ েৰপুৰ  

  চচাৱাসচান িুবম এিাৰ, মনৰ চকুসৰ 
প্ৰকৃবিক ৰপূৰ পজাকঁ। 

িসন্তৰ ৰঙ্গমঞ্চি ি'হাগৰ আগমন 
পৈাশৰ দবৈচাি সদযিািা কুমাৰীৰ, 

সুগবন্ধ পুসপাৎসৱ। 
ি'হাগ মাসন উৎসৱৰ চমৈা, প্ৰবিধ্ববন, 

হৃদয়ি ৰাগৰঞ্জ, চপ্ৰম আৰ ুপ্ৰকৃবিৰ আবৈংগন, 
চিামাৰ িাসি ি'হাগ উপবসি কামসদৱ, 

চিামাৰ িাসি িসন্ত চপ্ৰমীৰপৃ ৰাবিৰ সুিাস, 
চিামাৰ িাসি ফাগুন প্ৰথম চ ৌিসন, 

দচুকুি জগাই চিাৈা অনৰুাগ, অনেূুবি, 
িৃষ্ণািুৰ চ ৌিসন নাসচ; নাচবনলহ, 

মিৈীয়া মন উপবচ পসৰ, 
চঢাৈ, চপঁপা, গগণাৰ সুৰ সঙ্গমি, 
হৃদসয় হৃদসয় জাসগ অিৃি িাসনা, 
প্ৰকৃবিৰ েন্দ ৰসৃপ িযঞ্জনাি ---, 

বমৈনৰ িণমমাৈা, বিহুগীি, িনগীি । 
গীি গাই ি'হাসগ, নিজন্মৰ, চসউজ বিপ্লিৰ--, 

সঙ্গ বদসয়--জীৱন বদসয়, সহস্ৰ অঙু্কৰৰ। 
িৰলদবচৈা মাকৰ ঘৰলৈ  ায়, 
বিজবুৈসয় িাট চদখু্ৱাই । 

 ুগৈ িন্দী, বিহুগীি, নাচনী আৰ ুগামখ্াৰ,ু 
গগনাৰ চৰচম সুসৰ নাবচ নচুৱাই প্ৰাণ । 

কুবৈ, চকসিকী আৰ ুমইনা চৰাই সুৰীয়া সঙ্গীি, 
অসমীয়াৰ অসমীয়া সংসৃ্কবিৰ চমৰদুণ্ড; 

প্ৰাণ উচ্ছৈ কসৰ ৰঙাৈীৰ ৰঙঁ্গশাৈাি । 

আশা 
জইু ধবৰসে 

জীপাৈ হহসে সকসৈা 
হকবেৈ - মসয়াসিা  াি ৈাসগ !! 

নাৈাসগ জাসনা? 
চ াৱা, জীপাৈ চহাৱা 
অবেনন্দন চিামালৈ!! 

 
চসসমকা বনয়ৰ হহ হৰ আসো 

আবহিা জাসনা 
বিবিিলৈ?? 
মন আসে?? 

 
জাসনা, আবহিা এবদন 
বনয়ৰি উৰঙুা চহাৱা 
বহয়াৰ শীিৈিা 

জইুসয় বদি চনাৱাসৰ । 
আশা....... 

    এবদন  িুবম আবহিা!! 

চৰাবহনী কুমাৰ চিজিৰুৱা                          

প্ৰাঞ্জৈ কুমাৰ অবধকাৰী 
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 ‘গাসমাচাৰ আঁচৈসি  
 পদমুৰ চকা, 

  মখু্সি চমবৰয়াই আসহ  
  পাহুৱাৈ চডকা’| 

‘গাচমাচা’ শব্দসটাৰ ৈগি অসমীয়া সংসৃ্কবিৰ এক এবৰি চনাৱৰা সমন্ধ বনবহি হহ আসে| 
অসমীয়া জনজীৱনি গাসমাচাৰ আসন সদায় সুকীয়া আৰ ু হিবশষ্টযপূণম| ৰঙাৈী বিহুসক চকি 
কবৰ প্ৰবিসটা বিহু আৰ ু উৎসৱ-পািমণৰ ৈগি ওিসপ্ৰাি োসৱ জবড়ি হহ আসে আমাৰ 
সকসৈাসৰ আদৰৰ অসমীয়া জাবিৰ সংসৃ্কবিৰ প্ৰিীক গাসমাচা খ্ন| গাসমাচাই হহসে অসমীয়া 
সমাজৰ অননয স্বকীয় পবৰচয়| এই ফুৈাম সৰ ুকাসপাৰ খ্বনৰ ম মাদা, ঐবিহয, সন্মান আৰ ু
িহুৈ িযৱহাৰ অসমীয়া সমাজি অবিলক উচ্চ| বিহুৰ ‘বিহুৱান’ গাসমাচাৰ অবিহসন চ ন 
অসম্পূণম| গাসমাচাখ্নৰ িাবহসৰ আন চকাসনা উপহাসৰই চ ন মানি ডাঙৰ হ’ৱ চনাৱাসৰ| 
চসসয়সহ ই আমাৰ জািীয় সংসৃ্কবিি প্ৰীবি-সম্প্ৰীবিৰ এনাজৰী|  
 

গাসমাচাৰ উৎপবৰ্ত্ৰ সন্দেম ি ক’িলৈ গ’চৈ চদখ্া  ায় চ  িাঁিশাৈি বশবপনীসয় িস্ত্ৰ িয়ন 
কবৰিলৈ চৈাৱাৰ আৰম্ভবনৰ পৰাই প্ৰসয়াজন সাসপসে এই িস্ত্ৰখ্বন হিয়াৰ কৰা হহবেৈ| 
ঐবিহাবসক সমৈসমহূৰ পৰা জনা  ায় চ  আসহাম সকৈৰ ৰাজত্বৰ বদনসৰ পৰাই অসমি 
হস্তিাঁি আৰ ু িয়ন বশল্পই  সথষ্ট প্ৰসৰিা আৰ ু সমবৃি ৈাে কবৰবেৈ| বিসশষলক স্বগমসদউ 
প্ৰিাপ বসংহৰ বদনি এই বশল্পই  প্ৰাণ পাই উঠিবেৈ| এই বশল্পৰ আদমশই  থাসময়ি সমগ্ৰ 
জাবি, জনজাবিসক চকি কবৰ িহৃৰ্ত্ৰ অসমীয়া সমজাি এক সুদিৃ ৰপূি চখ্াপবন পুবিিলৈ 
সেম হহবেৈ| এবিয়াও অসমীয়া সমাজি এই হস্তিাঁি আৰ ুিয়ন বশল্পৰ চচম া, প্ৰোৱ আৰু 
জনবপ্ৰয়িা চকাসনা বদশসিই হ্ৰাস চপাৱা নাই| গবিসক এই িয়ন বশল্পক চকি কবৰ গাসমাচাৰ 
প্ৰচৈনও আসহাম শাসনকাৈসৰ পৰা অসমি ব্ৰবি আসে িবুৈ জাবনি পাবৰ| আসহাম ৰাজত্বৰ 
আসমাৈসিই অসমি মগুা বশল্পসৰা আৰম্ভবন হহবেৈ| চিবিয়াসৰ পৰা মগুাৰ গাসমাচাও অসমি 
প্ৰচবৈি হহ আসে মহাপুৰষু শ্ৰীমন্ত শংকৰসদৱৰ সময়সিা গাসমাচাৰ িহুৈ প্ৰচৈন চহাৱা কথা 
জনা  ায়| গাসমাচাৰ িযৱহাৰ অসমৰ উপবৰও বিহাৰ, পবশ্চমিংগ আৰ ু উবৰষযা ৰাজযসিা 
চদখ্া  ায়| বকন্তু অসমীয়া গাসমাচাৰ ৈগি এই ৰাজযসমহূি িযৱহাৰ কৰা গাসমাচাৰ  সথষ্ট 
পাথমকয আসে| অসমীয়া মানসুহ গাসমাচা খ্নক অসমীয়া জািীয় সত্বা িথা সাংসৃ্কবিক প্ৰিীক 
বহচাসপ সন্মান জনায় আৰ ু িযৱহাৰ কসৰ| বকন্তু আন ঠাই সমহূি ইয়াক বনিয িযৱহৃি 
সাধাৰণ সামগ্ৰী বহচাসপ িযৱহাৰ কৰাসহ চদখ্া  ায়|  

গাসমাচা শব্দসটা ‘গা’ আৰ ু ‘চমাচা’ এই দটুা শব্দৰ পৰা চৈাৱা হহসে| গা’ অথমাৎ শৰীৰ আৰু 
‘চমাচা মাসন চমাহৰা ‘অথমাৎগা চধাৱাৰ বপেি গা চমাবচিলৈ িযৱহৰা কৰা িস্ত্ৰ| ই প্ৰায় চডৰ 
কাঠি িা বিবনহাি দীঘৈ আৰ ু এহাি এমঠুন িহৈ| গাসমাচা খ্নৰ দইু কাসষ ৰঙা আঁেুৰ 
িহৈলক পাবৰ বদয়া আৰ ুএটা আগি ফুৈ িচা আৰ ুআনসটা আগি আঁেুৰ চশৈ মৰা থাসক| 
গাসমাচাক বিবনোগি োগ কবৰি পাবৰ| চসইয়া হহসে সাধাৰণ গাসমাচা, ফুৈাম গাসমাচা আৰু 
শুবচ সূচক িা পবিত্ৰ গাসমাচা| আমাৰ অসমীয়া সমাজি হদনবন্দন িযৱহাৰ কৰা গাসমাচা 
খ্সনই হহসে সাধাৰণ গাসমাচা| কৃষক সকৈৰ এই খ্সনই অপবৰহা য িস্ত্ৰ| চিঁওসৈাসক এইখ্ন  

আমাৰ আদৰৰ গাসমাচা 
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ককাঁৈি টঙাবৈ িা কান্ধি আঁবৰ ৈয় আৰু 
মখু্-হাি চমাচাৰ িাসিও িযৱহাৰ কসৰ| 
চৰাৱনী, দাৱনী, ৰান্ধবনৰ পৰা আবদ কবৰ 
গৰখ্ীয়া, খ্বৰকটীয়া সকসৈাসৰ িাসি গাসমাচা 
খ্ন হহসে অবিসচ্ছদয সামগ্ৰী| উসেখ্ কবৰি 
পাবৰ চ  এই গাসমাচা খ্নসি িাবন্ধ চৰাৱনী 
সকসৈ িা ঘৰৰ গৃবহণীসয় বদনৰ আহাৰ 
চখ্বিয়ক সকৈৰ িাসি চখ্বিপথাৰ হৈ  ায়| 
সচঁালকসয় ইয়াৰ িযৱহাৰ আৰ ুপ্ৰসয়াজনীয়িাক 
অসমীয়া জনজীৱনি প্ৰবিসটা মহূুিম সি অনেুৱ 
কৰা হয়| এই গাসমাচা খ্ন ৰঙা আঁেুৰ 
পাবৰ িা সৰ ুসৰ ুফুৈ িাবে চিাৱা হয়| এই 
গাসমাচাৰ িযৱহাৰ আৰ ুপ্ৰসয়াজনীয়িা আমাৰ 
সমাজি ইমাসনই চিবে চ  হদনবন্দন জীৱনি 
এই খ্ন এবৰসৈ সচঁালকসয় বিপদৰ সন্মখূ্ীন 
হ’ি ৈগীয়া অৱস্থা হ’ি িবুৈ অসমীয়া 
বিহুগীিসটা এসনদসৰ উসেখ্ আসে –                         

  ‘োবি ৈাঠী বিয়নী 
   চনবৰবি  ঐ চনবৰবি 
  এবৰি চ  ৈাবগসৈ 

    বথলয় বথলয়  মবৰবি’| 
 
 

বিহু িবুৈসৈই বিহুৱানখ্নৰ কথা মনলৈ আসহ| 
ৰঙাৈী বিহুলৈ চকইমাহমান থাসকাসিই এই 
ফুৈাম গাসমাচা িা বিহুৱানখ্ন চিাৱাৰ ক’ি 
প্ৰস্তুবি চ  চসৈাৱা হয়| আগসি িাঁিশাৈি 
বশবপনীসয় ‘িুকুৰ উসমসৰ, চহঁপাহৰ িাণীসৰ, 
মৰমৰ দীসঘসৰ, ৰঙা আেুৰ পাবৰ বদ’ বিবেন্ন 
ধৰণৰ ফুৈ িাবচ িহু আশা-আংকাোসৰ এই 
আদৰৰ গাসমাচাখ্ন আসপানজনলৈ হি 
উবৈয়াই| বিহুৰ বদনা চজষ্ঠজনক সন্মান আৰ ু
শ্ৰিা জ্ঞাপনৰ বচন স্বৰসূপ এই আদৰৰ 
গাসমাচা খ্ন  চঁা হয়| অসমীয়া সমাজি 
পৰস্পৰৰ মাজি িবিম  থকা মৰম, 
োৈসপাৱা, বমৈাবপ্ৰিী আৰ ু আশীিাদৰ বচন 
ৰসূপ এই গাসমাচা প্ৰদান কৰা হয়| 
 
 

বিবেন্ন সো সবমবি, চমৈ-বমটিং আবদি এই 
ফুৈাম গাসমাচাসৰ বিবশষ্ট িযবিক সম্বন্ধম না 
জসনাৱা হয়| ইয়াৰ উপবৰও আন ৰাজযৰ 
আৰ ু চিসৈগ চদশৰ পৰা অহা ৰাজলনবিক 

চনিা সকসৈাসকা এই গাসমাচাসৰ সাদৰ 
সম্ভাষণ জসনাৱা হয়| ই সচঁালকসয় অসমীয়া 
জাবিৰ অবিবথ অেযথমনাৰ এক অনপুম 
উদাহৰণ| চদশ-বিসদশসিা আমাৰ এই মৰমৰ 
গাসমাচা খ্নৰ আদৰৰ অন্ত নাই| বিহু 
সবন্মৈনৰ চিাৰণ, ৰঙাৈী বিহুৰ উৎসৱ 
স্থৈীৰ সাজসজ্জা কৰণৰ পৰা আৰম্ভ কবৰ 
ঢুৈীয়াৰ চঢাৈি, বিহুৱাৰ মৰূি আৰ ুৰঙাৈী 
বিহুৰ আসৈাচনীৰ চিিুপািলৈসক এই ফুৈাম 
গাসমাচা খ্সন চশাো িধমন কবৰ আবহসে| 
চসইিাসি বিহুৱা চডকাটিসয় বিহু মাবৰ এই 
গাসমাচা খ্নক  উসেশয কবৰ গাইসে- 
    ‘ফুৈামলক গাসমাচা হি বদয়া সৰ ুেনী 
      চনৈাসগ বিৈািী কাসপাৰ ঐ’| 

 

 
 

আমাৰ সকসৈা মাংগবৈক কা মি িযৱহাৰ 
চহাৱা িৃিীয় বিধ গাসমাচাক শুবচসূচক িা 
পবৱত্ৰ গাসমাচা িবুৈ চকাৱা হয়| সকসৈাধৰণৰ 
পূজা-চসৱা, সিাহ, নামঘৰ, সত্ৰ, মবন্দৰ, 
থান, োওনা ইিযাবদি এই গাসমাচা িযৱহাৰ 
কৰা হয়| আবম সকসৈাসৱ বনশ্চয় ৈেয 
কবৰসো চ  নামঘৰৰ মবণকূটি, থাপনাি, 
নামঘৰৰ খূ্টাি আৰ ু প্ৰায় প্ৰসিযক জন 
অসমীয়া মানহুৰ চগাঁসাই ঘৰৰ থাপনা আবদি 
এই গাসমাচা িযৱহাৰ কৰা হয়| িাৎপ মজনক 
কথা এই চ  এসন গাসমাচাি কীৰ্ত্মন, 
নামসঘাষাৰ চলাক আৰ ুেগৱানৰ  নাম বশল্পী 
সকসৈ অবি সৃবষ্টশৃৈিা আৰ ু বনপুন োসি 
বৈবখ্ হি উবৈয়াই| নামঘৰি নাম-প্ৰসংগৰ 
সময়ি হিষ্ণৱ েি আৰ ু আয়িী সকসৈ 
কান্ধি অবি েবিসৰ গাসমাচা চৈাৱাসটা 
আমাৰ সংসৃ্কবিৰ এক গুৰত্বপূণম পৰম্পৰা| 
উসেখ্স াগয চ  নামঘৰ িা সত্ৰি প্ৰসিশ 
কসৰাসি কান্ধি গাসমাচা িযৱহাৰ কৰাসটা 
অবি পবিত্ৰ িুবৈ গণয কৰা হয়| 

বিিাহৰ চেত্ৰসটা অসমীয়া সংসৃ্কবিি আমাৰ 
এই আদৰৰ গাসমাচাখ্নৰ স্থান সদাসয় উচ্চ 
আৰ ুচৈখ্িৈিৈগীয়া| বিয়াৰ সময়ি শহুৰৰ 
ঘৰি চজষ্ঠ জনক মান ধবৰিলৈ অনযানয 
সম্পদৰ ৈগি োসৈ মান গাসমাচাও পসঠাৱা 
হয়| ইয়াৰ উপবৰও চজাসৰাণৰ বদনা কইনাই  
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দৰালৈ বদ পসঠাৱা সাজস াৰৰ ৈগি গাসমাচাও 
বদয়া হয়| ঠিক চসইদসৰ নিুন চজাৱাই 
বিয়াৰ বপেি কাসৰািাৰ ঘৰলৈ ফুবৰিলৈ 
গ’চৈ অনযানয িস্তুৰ ৈগি গাসমাচাও উপহাৰ 
বদয়া হয়| 
 

ইয়াৰ উপবৰও নামবন অসমি প্ৰচবৈি আন 
এখ্ন গাসমাচা হহসে আনাকটা গাসমাচা| 
আনাকটা িবুৈ এই কাৰসণ চকাৱা হয় চ  এই 
গাসমাচা কাটি উবৈওৱা নহয়| িাৰ সৈবন 
িাঁিশাৈি গাসমাচা চিাৱা সম্পূণম চহাৱাৰ 
বপেি দখু্ন গাসমাচা পৃথক কবৰিলৈ চকবচ  
িা চেড িা কটাৰী িযৱহাৰ নকবৰ হাসিসৰ 
সূিাবিৈাক বেঙা হয়| 
 

অসমীয়া জাবিৰ িকুুৰ আসপান আৰ ুঅসমীয়া 
সংসৃ্কবিৰ পবৰচয় এই গাসমাচাখ্বনৰ িযৱহাৰ 
আবম অসমৰ পৰা দৰূি বিসদশসটা পসদ পসদ 
অনেুৱ কসৰা| অসমীয়া মানহুৰ গাসমাচাৰ 
প্ৰবি থকা মৰম অিুৈনীয়| প্ৰবিিাসৰ 
অসমলৈ গ’চৈ উেবি আবহিৰ সময়ি মাসয় 
আসথ-িাসথ চকইিাখ্সনা গাসমাচা বদ পঠাই| 
এবিয়াও চমাৰ সৰ ুচগাঁসাইঘৰৰ থাপনা পবিত্ৰ 
গাসমাচা বদ শুৱবন কবৰসো| গাসমাচা অবিহসন 
চ ন বেডনীি আসয়াবজি প্ৰবিসটা অনষু্ঠাসন 
অসম্পূণম| এই বখ্বনসি উসেখ্ কবৰি পাবৰ চ  
২০১৮ চনি বফনসৈণ্ডি অনবুষ্ঠি ২০ িেৰ 
অনধু্বম বিশ্ব এথ সৈ’টিক্স ি প্ৰথম গৰাকী 
োৰিীয় ৰসূপ ৪০০ বমটাৰ চদৌৰ  
প্ৰবিস াবগিাৰ স্বণমপদক বিজয়ী অসমৰ 
নগাঁওৰ বহমা দাসস বিজয়ৰ বপেি অবি 
চগৌৰৱসৰ দসুয়াহাসি ৰাষ্ট্ৰীয় পিাকাৰ ৈগসি 
গাসমাচা দাবঙ ধবৰ বিজয়ৰ জয়ধ্বজা 
বিশ্বিাসীৰ আগি প্ৰদশমন কবৰবেৈ| চ সনলক 

গাসমাচাই অসমৰ প্ৰবিসটা জাবি-জনজাবি, 
ধমম-বনবিমসষসষ সকসৈাসক মৰম আৰ ু একিাৰ 
চদাসৈসৰ িাবন্ধ ৰাবখ্সে ঠিক চিসনলক আশা 
ৰাবখ্সো এই ৰঙাৈী বিহুৰ আসয়াজনৰ িাৰা 
চ ন অসষ্ট্ৰবৈয়াি িসিাস কৰা প্ৰবিজন 
অসমীয়াৰ মাজি মৰম-চচসনহ, বমৈাবপ্ৰিীৰ 
সুিাস বিসৈাৱাৰ ৈগসি ঐকয আৰু 
োিৃত্বসিাধৰ িিৰা কবিয়াই আসন| 
   

উৎস:-  
 
 

-অসমীয়া জাবিৰ সংসৃ্কবিৰ প্ৰিীক গাসমাচা, 
মীৰা দৰ্ত্, আবজৰ সময়, এবপ্ৰৈ সংখ্যা, 
২০১৭ 
 
-বিহুগীিি িয়ন বশল্পৰ িিৰা, ড° সুনীৈ 
িৰসগাহাবি, জনমেূবম, ৰঙাৈী বিহু সংখ্যা, 
২০১৭ 
 

-Gamusa-The Identity of Assam and 
Every Assamese, Naina Chakraborty, 
Rising Voices of Students, 2014 
http://ris ingvoices.in/gamusa-the-
i d e n t i t y - o f - a s s am- a n d - e v e r y -
assamese/ 
 
-Gamusa, Asamese Wikipedia  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamosa 
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  িৰষুণ চমাৰ োৈ ৈাসগ 

  োৈ ৈাসগ অনথাৰ আসয়াজন 

  কজৈা চমঘৰ চ াৱা 

  বিজবুৈৰ বচকবমক, চমঘৰ গজ্জমন  

  োৈ ৈাসগ চমাৰ 

  োৈ ৈাসগ বহৰ  বহৰ  হক  

  নাবম অহা িৰষুণ জাক 

  এসন ৈাসগ দহুাি চমবৈ 

  বথয় হম মকুবৈ আকাশৰ িৈি  

  ধুই বনি মনৰ মান অবেমান  

  বনকা হি সকসৈা দখু্ৰ 

  চসসয় িৰষুণ চমাৰ োৈ ৈাসগ  

  িৰষুণ চাই মন চমাৰ হহ পসৰ নষ্টাৈবি্ ক 

  মনি পসৰ চসই  হশশৱৰ চসাণাৈী বদনৰ 

  কাগজৰ নাও সাবজ চঢাঙা পানীি চধমাবৈ কৰা 

  বিবি িবুৰ ৈগৰ ৈগি নাবচ িাগী মিৈীয়া চহাৱা 

  চসসয় িৰষুণ চমাৰ োৈ ৈাসগ 

  োৈ ৈাসগ ৰাবি োৈি পৰা 

  িৰষুণৰ চটাপাৈ চিাৰ শুবন 

  সাৰ পাই োিি বিসোৰ চহাৱা 

  হাহাকাৰ কবৰ উসঠ মনলহ উগুৈ-থগুুৈ 

  চসসয় িৰষুণ চমাৰ োৈ ৈাসগ 

  চসই বখ্বৰবক মখু্ৰ ৰঙা ফুৈ চজাপাি 

  িৰষুণ পবৰ ওৈবম থকা পানী চিাসৰও চ ন 

  এধাবৰ মকুুিাৰ মাৈা গাঠিসে  

 

            ৰাণু শৰ্ম্ম া 

         চসইসিাৰ চাই চমাৰ িৰ োৈ ৈাসগ 

         িৰষুণ বদসৈ এসন ৈাসগ 

         প্ৰকৃবিও চ ন আনন্দি আত্মহাৰা হয় 

         দহুাি চমবৈ নাবচ িাগী আসকাৱাবৈ ৈয় 

         প্ৰাণৰ বপ্ৰয় জনক 

         চসসয় িৰষুণ চমাৰ োৈ ৈাসগ 

         োৈ ৈাসগ নাকি ৈগা চসই 

         চপাৰা মাটিৰ চগান্ধ 

         পৃবথিী চ ন হ’ৈ উৰ্ব্মৰা  

         োৈ ৈাসগ চাই কান্ধি নাঙৈ  ুৱৈী হৈ 

         ওসৈাৱা কৃষকৰ দৈ 

         এখ্বন চসউজ ধৰণী বনৰ্ম্ম ানৰ িাসি 

                     চসসয় িৰষুণ চমাৰ োৈ ৈাসগ 

         োৈ ৈাসগ চদাসকাৈ দাকাৈ 

         পানীসৰ ওপচা হন, জান, জবুৰ 

         আনন্দি চ ন মিৈীয়া হহ দপুাৰ োবঙ          

                     হগসে চ ন বমৈৰ িাসি 

         চসসয় িৰষুণ চমাৰ োৈ ৈাসগ| 

 

 

   

িৰষণু  
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সনু্দৰিন 
 

কবণকা শমমা 
পৃবথৱীৰ বিবেন্ন চদশ বিবেন্ন চহৰ ফুবৰ চাবক বনজৰ ঘৰৰ ওচৰি থকা ঠাইবিৈাক চ ন চকবিয়ািা অৱসহৈা কৰা হয়। 
গুৱাহাটীি থকা বদনি িহুিাৰ কবৈকিালৈ হগসো  বদও সুন্দৰিন চািলৈ সসু াগ চপাৱা নাবেসৈা। চসইিাসি এইিাৰ 
অসটািৰ মাহি গুৱাহাটীলৈ  াঁওসি োবগনী েবিজাৰ উৎসাহি বসহঁিৰ ৈগসি কবৈকিালৈ 
হগ সুন্দৰিন চাও িুবৈ ঠিক কবৰসৈা। চসইমসিই আমাৰ েবিজা চজাঁৱাই অসীসম আমাৰ Tour 
Plan কবৰসৈ। ৈগি আমাৰ বনৈীমা চিৌ, োবগনী সৃ্মবিশ্ৰী, েবিজা চোৱাৈী বৰিুপণমা, 

কণমাবণ আয়ন আৰ ুঅসীমসৰ হসসি আবম কবৈকিা পাসৈালগ।  
বপেবদনা কবৈকিাৰ পৰা SUMO গাড়ী এখ্নি হগ প্ৰায় বিবন ঘণ্টাৰ পােি সুন্দৰিনলৈ চ াৱা িাটি আমাৰ কাৰসণ 
হৰ থকা নাওখ্নি উঠিসৈা হগ। আৰ ু এই নাওখ্সনসৰ আবম আমাৰ Resort হৈ হগবেসৈা। কবৈকিাৰ গৰমৰ পােি 
নাওি থকা সময়বখ্বন িৰ হক উপসোগ কবৰবেসৈা। বিবন ঘণ্টাৰ মূৰি আবম আমাৰ Resort খ্ন পাইবেসৈা। নিুনলক 
সজা আমাৰ Resort খ্ন িৰ ধুনীয়া আৰ ুপবৰপাটি আবেৈ। Resort ি নাবম মুখ্-হাি ধুই আমাৰ দুপৰীয়াৰ সাঁজ 

চখ্াৱাৰ পােি আবম আসকৌ আমাৰ নাওখ্নি উঠি  াত্ৰা কবৰসৈা সুন্দৰিনৰ চসৌন্দ ম উপসোগ কবৰিলৈ। 

সুন্দৰিন পৃবথৱীৰ বেিৰি আটাইিলক ডাঙৰ িীপপুঞ্জৰ সমবষ্ট। গঙ্গা, ব্ৰহ্মপুত্ৰ আৰ ু চমঘনা নদীৰ সঙ্গম স্থৈি  'ি 
পবশ্চমিঙ্গৰ হুগৈী আৰ ু িাংৈাসদশৰ িাসৈশ্বৰ নদীৰ সুবঁিসিাৰ ৈগ ৈাবগ সুন্দৰিনৰ ি-িীপ (Delta) গবি উঠিসে। 
সুন্দৰিনৰ Mangrove Forest পৃবথৱীৰ বেিৰি আটাইিলক ডাঙৰ। সুন্দৰিন অেয়াঅৰণয UNESCO ৰ World Herit-
age Site. চগাসটই সুন্দৰিন ১ বমবৈয়ন চহটৰ চজাৰা-ইয়াৰ ষাঠিী শিাংশ িাংৈাসদশৰ অন্তেুি িাকী চবেশ শিাংশ 

োৰিিষমি অন্তেুি। ৰামমঙ্গৈ নামৰ নদীখ্সন এই দসুয়াখ্ন চদশৰ সীমা বনধমাৰণ কবৰসে। 
সুন্দৰিনি চবেশ বিধৰ পশু-পেী--২৬০(দুশ ষাঠিী) বিধৰ চৰাই বচবৰকবি, ৩৫ বিধ 
সৰীসৃপ আৰু বিখ্যাি চিঙ্গৈ টাইগাৰ সুন্দৰিনি আসে। আৰু আসে িনৰীয়া গাহৰী, ফুটুকী 
হবৰণা আৰ ু মাকাক িান্দৰ। মাসজ মাসজ িান্দৰ চাবৰওফাসৈ জবপয়াই ফুৰা চদবখ্বেসৈা। 
ফুটুকী হবৰণা িা চিঙ্গৈ টাইগাৰ চদখ্াৰ চসৌোগয নহ'ৈ। 
নদীৰ কাষি ঘবৰয়াৈ চকুি পবৰবেৈ। 

গধূৈী সময়ি বিবেন্ন ধৰণৰ চৰাই চদখ্া পাইবেসৈা। চৰাই বচবৰকবিৰ মািি গধূৈীৰ 
বনস্তব্ধিা োবঙ হগবেৈ। গধুৈী ঘুবৰ আবহ আবম চ বিয়া আসকৌ Resort পাইবেসৈা। 
আমাৰ িাসি ঝুমুৰ নাচৰ আসয়াজন কৰা হহবেৈ। আবমও আটাইসয় ঝুমুৰ নাচি োগ 

হৈবেসৈা। ৰাবিৰ আহাৰি আবম সুন্দৰ িনি চপাৱা বিসশষ মাে খ্াইবেসৈা। 

বপেবদনা ৰাবিপুৱা আবম আসকৌ আমাৰ িাসি ৰখ্া নাওখ্নসি উঠি সুন্দৰিনৰ পৰা উেবি আবহবেসৈা। আমাৰ সকসৈা 
চখ্াৱা-চিাৱাৰ িযৱস্থা নাওখ্নসি কৰা হহবেৈ। আবম উেবি অহা সুবঁিসটা চিসৈগ ফাসৈ অহািাসি আসকৌ বদনসটা বিবেন্ন 
প্ৰাকৃবিক দৃশয উপসোগ কবৰবেসৈা। ঠাসয় ঠাসয় নাওৰ পৰা নাবম আবম চৰকাৰৰ ফাৈৰ পৰা সংৰেণ কৰা গে-গেবন 

চািলৈ হগবেসৈা। 
 

সুন্দৰিন চদবখ্ িৰ োৈ ৈাবগৈ। আটাইিলক োৈ ৈাবগৈ চৰকাৰৰ ফাৈৰ পৰা চৈাৱা িযৱস্থা বিসশষ। বকন্তু 
ব মানসিাৰসহ নিুন নিুন Resorts হহসে, মানুহৰ সমাগম ইমান চিবে হ'সৈ পশু-পেীসিাৰ চৈাপ পাি িুবৈ চমাৰ 
অকণমান বচন্তা হহবেৈ। মুঠসি বনজৰ পবৰয়াৈৰ ৈগি হগ হাঁবহ-ফুবিম  কবৰ সুন্দৰিনৰ চসৌন্দ ম উপসোগ কৰাৰ অবেজ্ঞিা 
চমাৰ জীৱনি সদাসয় সজীৱ হহ থাবকি। 
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Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), NSW Chapter awarded Dr 

Rukmi Dutta Outstanding Women-in-Engineering volunteer for her contribution  

towards power engineering.  
 

Dr Dutta was also selected as the secretary of Electric Machine Committee (EMC) 

of Industrial Application Society (IAS), an influential professional society of IEEE 

during the annual meeting in Baltimore USA, 2019. This role will progress to vice-

chair and then chair of the committee by 2026. The role is  considered to be very 

prestigious by the professionals of the field of Electric machine.  
 

Dr Dutta will be the first female to serve this role in the long history of IAS EMC.  

Community News Flash 

Dr Rukmi Dutta receives IEEE Award  

Diya Goswami shines at Schools Spectacular 2019 

At the end of November 2019, Diya Goswami performed as a solo Featured  

Artist for Slam Poetry in Schools Spectacular 2019 held in Sydney. The Schools  

Spectacular is produced by the New South Wales Department of Education. It is 

one of the world’s largest variety shows and is a real celebration of the  

performing arts, with slam poetry being a new addition this year in 2019. Titled 

“The Universe In Us”, Diya’s original piece struck at the core of the important  

issue of environmental change. It was a long journey for Diya with auditions, 

many rehearsals and workshops that culminated in a performance at Qudos 

Bank Arena in Sydney Olympic Park on November 22 and 23 which was also 

televised on Channel 7. Diya is a Year 10 student at Baulkham Hills High School, 

Sydney. 

Promotional video promoting T20 Women’s World Cup 

A proud moment for all of us as Chayanika,  

Indrani, Brinda, Banani, Abhilasha and Jharna 
(left to right) featured in the promotional video, 

representing Assam & Meghalaya for T20 ICC 
Women’s World Cup 2019. 

Bihu Performance at India Day Fair 2019 

Outstanding performance by our Sydney Bihu Dol 

in India Day Fair organised by Federation of Indian 
Association of NSW, Australia. 

Artists: Aditya, Raja, Jharna, Bedashree, Pragati,  

Banani, Abhilasha, Leena, Pranab, Bhaskar ( Lead)  

(left to right). 
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News Flash 

Nyra (Gungun) Saikia 
Proud Parents 
Pallabi Saikia  
&   
Akash Saikia  

Born on  22nd July 2019  
in Canberra 

Rikita Rubi Saha 

Proud Parents 
Hriya Saha  

&   
Dimond Saha  

Born on  7th August 2019  
in Canberra 

Rhean Jatin  Chowdhury 

Proud Parents 
Vinita Baruah  
&   
Agnirath Dutta Chowdhury 
 
Born on  24th January 2020 

We welcome  the little ones to our community 
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“Collage of Leaf impressions and  
Thread  paintings”  

By Dhiyan Saha 

“Bohagore Botorot”  By  

Springle Kropi Baruah 

“The New York City “ By  

Saanvi Saikia (Nyra) 

“LEGO Devi Durga “ By 

Aneesha Afreen  
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How to be a pro in Minecraft | By Ryan Barman 

 

So, to become a pro in no time you have to collect wood from trees. Then you 

have to collect items and food for animals and then craft new items out of your 

old ones. Also make tools so that you can mine ores like diamonds, 

iron, gold and Redstone but before mining these minerals you have to mine the 

iron first to make an iron pickaxe. And then mine the ores now, BAM! You are a 
pro now enjoy! 

Golden Hour | By Avaneesh Sarma  

 

On 03/02/2020 I wanted to paint a picture of sunset or sunrise. To get some idea 

I did google search. Once I got the idea I started to paint. I had to paint few times 

like 4/5 times before I did my final copy. My first one was terribly terrible, my 

second one was terrible, my third one was not so good, my fourth one was goodish because it 

was  tiny bit great. But my fifth one was my best/final one. 

When I finished, I realized my painting had some mistakes, 

but I fixed them. My mum was very impressed with my 

painting and she sent it to five  people. All of them liked it. I 

think it is my best artwork yet.  

The binding of Fenris Wolf |By Akash Dutta  

The Norse (Viking) god Loki, who is a friend and an enemy of the Norse Gods, had 3 

hideous and strong children with the giantess Angrboda. The first was the serpent 

Jormungand (pronounced your-mun-gand, in Old Norse its spelt Jo rmungandr and it 

means great beast) the second was the death-goddess Hel. The third was the wolf Fenrir A.K.A  Fen-

ris (Fenris wolf is the wolf’s actual name and Fenrir in Old Norse means he who dwells in marshes). 

The gods had predicted terrible things about these three beings, and they were absolutely correct. 

Jormungand would later kill Thor during Ragnarok destruction of the nine worlds. During these 

events, Fenrir would devour Odin, the king of the gods (but then Fenrir would be killed by Odin ’s 

son Vidar).  

In order to keep the monsters at bay the gods threw Jormungand into the ocean where he encircled 

Midgard, the world of humans (Earth). Hel went to the underworld (Helheim). Fenris however in-

spired too much fear to be out of the god’s sight, so they kept him chained in Asgard palace of the 

gods. Only Tyr, the god of law and honour dared to approach Fenris to feed him.  

Fenrir grew at an alarming rate and soon the gods decided that his stay at Asgard would be tempo-

rary. Knowing well how much destruction he would cause if he was free, the gods attempted to bind  
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My 2019 Year 5 Camp | By Vedantik Bhattacharyya, Year 6,  

Randwick Public School 
 
 

Everyone was pumped and enthusiastic for The Great Aussie Bush Camp, Teagardens. The 
camp was to go on for 3 days and 2 nights with day activities like high ropes, giant swing, the mud run, 
powerfan, raft building, canoeing, initiatives, and archery, and night activities like disco; commando; poi-
son ball. It was a lengthy 4-hour bus drive that felt like the whole day and we were meant to watch a mov-
ie but unfortunately the television screen on the bus wasn’t working and we ended up with little entertain-
ment for the trip. 
 

When we arrived we got settled into our assigned cabins and had custom burgers for lunch in a mam-
moth dining hall. Our first activity was initiatives - an activity all about teamwork and cooperation. Our first 
task was to swing across the so-called ‘lava’, one by one, onto a small pallet and try to fit the whole class 
on the pallet. In our first attempts we were nowhere near being successful but we soon found a secret 
platform underneath the pallet in which we could snag an extra 5-10 people. In the end we finished with 
28/30 people as our highest score and sadly I was one of the two people left. 
 

 
 

We then swam into our first water activity - canoeing! We put some PFD's (personal floatation device) on 
and we were ready to go canoeing in the long, elongated lake. We had a short tutorial/pep talk before we 
lifted our canoes to the entry point. We started to paddle on one side in our three-man canoe but we soon 
realised we would just be continuously turning around and spinning in circles. We decide to have a con-
stant, fluctuating 2:1 ratio for each side. A couple of times we hit other canoes and we avoided some col-
lisions by paddling backwards. We also hit the bank and all the collisions/bumps were pretty hilarious and 
made us all laugh. Once, the bank was so muddy and sticky that the front of our boat got wedged into the 
bank and we had to push off the bank using our hands and paddles. The most memorable moment 
though, was when someone in our group got out of the boat to push us off but me and the other guy had 
already gone past him and he jumped in the water, if that’s possible, and reached out to touch the sides 
of our canoe. Thanks to him, our boat nearly tipped over and capsized and me and the guy in the boat 
had to yell at him to come on quickly and board the canoe.  
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him with various chains. They gained the wolf’s trust by telling him these were tests of his 

strength and they clapped and cheered each time he broke free. 

At last, the gods sent a messenger down to Nidavellir (Nidavellir means the dark fields and in Old 

Norse its spelt Niðavellir, another name for Niðavellir is Myrkheim or Svartalfheim), the realm of 

the dwarves. The dwarves being the most skilled craftsmen in the cosmos were able to forge a 

chain whose strength couldn’t be equalled. It was made from the footfall of a cat, beard of a wom-

an, roots of a mountain, breath of a fish and the spit of a bird. In other words, the chain was made 

from the impossible or almost impossible things. The chain was named Gleipnir (which means 

open). When the gods presented Fenrir with the curiously light and supple Gleipnir, the wolf sus-

pected trickery and refused to be bound with it unless one of the gods would lay his or her hand 

in his jaw as a pledge of good faith. None of the gods agreed knowing this would be a loss of a 

hand. At last the brave Tyr, for the good of all life, volunteered. And sure, enough when Fenrir  

discovered he couldn’t escape he chomped off and swallowed Tyr’s hand. The 

beast was then transported to some lonely place where he was tied to boulder 

and a sword was placed in his mouth and there he would howl until Ragnarok.  

This is the  Norse mythical story of the chaining of Fenris Wolf.  

Drawing: Akash Dutta  
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After that buffoonery, we had snow cones, muesli 
bars, and apples as a quick snack refreshment be-
fore dinner-spagbowls and ice-cream for dessert  
and got changed into our darkest clothes for com-

mando, an ultimate game of hide & seek. 
 

Commando was our first night activity of the camp 
and had to be played in the dark as this game uses 
flashlights and you have to hide from them. As a 
warm-up we played Sardines as it wasn’t dark 
enough to play Commando. We were all in our 
stealth mode after playing sardines and we were in 
pitch-dark clothing. After that warm-up game, the 
instructor explained the rules of Commando. We 
got into groups of four and each got a ‘life token`. 
Seven ‘hostages` were sent off to hide in the 
woods and the other students had to try and find 
the hostages in half an hour, avoiding the teachers 
who had flashlights and would try and find you be-
fore you can get to the hostages. If you get caught 
by a teacher, you had to go back to home base 
and give your life token back to the base. You 
would have to earn another life token by complet-
ing an assigned task the base set you. After half an 
hour the teachers easily crushed the students be-
cause we only found 1 of the seven hostages. We 
then had supper-choc milk and cookies, and then 
went to sleep in our cabins. 
 

I couldn't wait for the next day-it was to be a co-
lossal day, packed with four day activities and a 
night one. After we had chosen from an assort-
ment of breakfasts-toast, pancakes, scrambled 
eggs, cereal, sausages etc, we went to the 
riverbank for raft building. We were split up into 
groups of ten and we were given some tyres, rope, 
and wood. We had to take a minimum of two trips 
and needed to raft about 25 m to the island and we 
had to all touch the island. In the end nobody won 
because every team left about half their team in 
the water. 
 

After morning tea, we got ready for our first har-
ness and height activity - powerfan! It was an ac-
tivity where we climbed up a pole which had rungs 
on it and at the top of the pole there was a plat-
form which could fit two people at a time. We 
would then jump off it and glide towards the 
ground because of the harness. From the ground it 
looked pretty short for something that was a 
whopping 16 m, but once you got to the top it felt 
like it was 50 m high and you feel like you might 
plummet to the ground. Powerfan was the first ac-
tivity that made everyone feel a bit queasy and 
nervous. 
 

 

We then had lunch and then got ready for a flying 

fox, a 10 m high obstacle course, and our second 
harness activity in the high ropes course! For this 
activity we had to put on a harness that had a fox 
attached and a pair of bright saffron clickets 
(things you attach to the ropes course to keep 
yourself from falling off). There were many obsta-
cles like tightropes, moving barrels, wobbly steps, 
and just a plain jump. The course ended with a 
peak point flying fox which was very quick and rap-
id. The peak of the whole course was about 11-12 
metres. 
 

All of the teachers were all talking about this one, 
the mud run! We were all excited to get nice and 
muddy through an underwater obstacle course 
filled with mud. The odour and stench of the mud 
was lethal, it smelt like rotten eggs with outdated 
blue cheese. Despite that, everybody embraced 
this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and got as mud-
dy as they could get. Everybody smeared them-
selves in mud and put it on as a ‘face-mask`. We 
then went for a thorough shower to get all the 
muck out of places. 
 

After we were done tipping mud out of our ears we 
had dinner and then went to the dance/disco hall 
and got ready to move and groove! To start the 
night, we played a game called mouse trap. Essen-
tially, the whole year formed an oval of around 120 
students and 3 places in the oval there were two 
people standing and holding hands and making a 
tunnel which the rest of the students went 
through. When the music is playing, everyone 
moves through in the oval formation and when the 
music stops, the oval freezes and the mouse traps 
swing their hands down to trap a victim. That vic-
tim then joins the mousetrap, making a triangle 
and making the trap bigger. After a couple of times 
the traps will start to expand and gradually the gap 
between each trap will shorten 
and there will only be a few 
students left, running in and 
out of each trap. The last per-
son to be caught is the winner. 
 

 

After a few rounds of that we 
played a game called poison 
ball. This game was very differ-
ent but still had the same for-
mation. There were three balls 
passed around the oval. One 
ball was an ‘atomic bomb’ and 
eliminated the person holding 
it, and the people next to him/her. The fart bomb 
eliminated the two people on either side of the fart 
bomb because you can’t smell your own farts. The  
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last ball, the Grenadian, eliminates the person hold-
ing it. As the music plays, the balls are passed 
around. When it stops the rules I explained apply. 
Last person standing wins. Our final game before 
the disco was cheerleader. Everyone goes solo to 
start and chooses a random person next to them 
and plays scissors, paper, rock. Whoever loses has 
to cheer for their successor and the process is re-
peated until everyone is cheering for one person. I 
sadly only got 2 people cheering for me until I got 
knocked out by somebody. We then finished the 
night off with a disco party. All the boys made a big 
conga line and everyone danced to the beat. We 
then had supper and slept for the last night in our 
cabins. 
  

Everyone in our class was ready to aim their bow 
and arrows accurately and then finish on a high 
with the giant swing, literally swinging 17 m high in 
the air. Archery was much harder than anybody 
anticipated and only one person in our class got a 
bullseye. I didn’t even hit the board but it was still 

fun trying. 
 

We then had morning tea to get ready for our final 
activity, the giant swing! The giant swing was a 
harness activity that needed goggles for your eyes 
as you would swing really fast. The suspense was 
immense when you looked at the swing. Be 
warned, you will get a massive wedgie when you 
are being hoisted up 17 m. As you slowly creep up 
to the top you hear the laughter and chatter in the 
background come to a halt. You pull the rope that 
will release you. You flop back and for a second 
you feel as if you will be stuck up there dangling in 
the air. You then plummet down at top speed and 
after a while it’s pretty fun. Most of our class were 
brave enough to go to the tippy top and somebody 
who was really scared and didn’t even want to go 
halfway went to the top anyway. We had hotdogs 
and fizzy drinks before going on the long bus trip 
home. It was indeed a memorable Year 5 camp for 
all of us that we will cherish forever!!! 
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The gossip culture that is prevalent within our Indian community is often dismissed as typical aunty behav-
ior that has the power to damage reputations and erode the trust between parents and their children. As 
impressionable teens, it is easy to fall into this mindset.  But if we step back and examine the situation, 
how could we believe that people we call ‘aunty’ and ‘uncle’ and whose children we have grown up with, 
could ever have anything but the best intentions for us? It’s clear that the toxicity doesn’t lie within the in-
nate need for aunties to share their unwarranted opinions, it is after all their civic duty to police bad behav-
ior and maintain order within the community. Rather, it lies within the teenage mentality which is so closed 
off to criticism that we can’t accept that the aunties who reveal our vices, only do so, to better our com-
munity.  

We find ourselves at an age filled with temptations that threaten to decay the foundation of our upbringing, 
that is conservatism. Drinking, partying, dating. It is easy to be pulled down into these unnecessary habits 
when our Australian peers indulge so freely. However luckily, we have an extremely effective disciplinary 
mechanism which is the prosocial aunties that make up our community. It should be reassuring that the 
community is always looking out for us. We might confuse this networking as voyeuristic rumor monger-
ing; however, we need to question why would our aunties want to spread lies about us? When this village 
has helped raise us, why would they want to drag us down? This cynical mentality exposes the hypocrisy 
on our part. We are criticizing these altruistic aunties for simply doing their best to make sure our parents, 
their friends, their cousins, and the wider community, know exactly where we are, whom we are with, and 
whether what we are doing is safe and aligns with the morals of our community.  
 

Recently there have been whispers amongst the Indian teens. These whispers carry the judgements on 
what Aditya said at Ben’s party or how hard Kavita was trying to impress Matthew, in a tone not dissimilar 
to the idle chatter of the aunties. It is extremely healthy for us to hear our friends’ and our family friends’ 
commentary on our shortcomings, failures and mistakes. If we carry on in this fashion, we can be rest as-
sured that the community that we will inherit will be as healthy and tight knit as our parents’ generation. 
This ethos not only bonds us and ensures that we take initiative towards personal growth but further, 
makes us more resilient especially in this era where depression and anxiety has become a trend.  
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We might be under the delusion that the rumors 
that the aunties spread are destructive to our men-
tal health. However, what’s actually delusional is 
the fact that we think we deserve to be happy 
when we have given the aunties an opportunity to 
disapprove.   

Ironically, it’s actually girls, the future aunties, that 
have the most trouble accepting the aunty regime. 
We fail to see how much we are valued in this 
community, more so than even our brothers! The 
aunties might label us as ‘loose’ for flirting with 
boys or ‘not of good character’ if they see us wear 
revealing clothes, but only because they want to 
correct us before the rest of the world has to, or 
worse, the relatives back in India. For those wor-
ried that they have become too dependent on this 
disciplinary method to keep them in line, and who 
fear that they might stray once it is no longer en-

forced, need not fear, because the aunties will 
continue to gossip about us well into our adult-
hood. After all, no one will want to marry us if we 
have ‘gone around’ and it is our aunties duty to 
caution us so that we don’t have to face these 
struggles when we come of age. Women support-
ing women, that’s what the aunties stand for and 
its inspiring to see our community exemplify this 
progressive ideology. 
 

And thus, gossiping aunties, or more appropriately, 
prosocial observers, will live on in our community 
forever. This undertaking has interwoven itself into 
the essence of us Indian teenagers becoming one 
with our identity and making a mark on our psy-
che. We collectively need to accept its crucial role 
in our community–but just how compliantly we do 
so continue to be the subject of much controversy.  

My Borneo Adventure 
By Kashika Goswami 

        Year 10, Pymble Ladies College  

Dec 2019, together with a group of students and teachers from my school “Pymble Ladies College” we embarked on 

a 2-week trip of a lifetime to Borneo, Indonesia. It was a school expedition, a week with a local community to build 
their school and a week at the Rainforest helping reforest the region. This trip was extremely beneficial for me, it 

helped me with personal goals, gave me new experiences and I made new lifelong friends.  

When we arrived, we were greeted at our campsite by the camp staff and were given a beautiful welcome ceremony. 
This ceremony made us feel at home and was our first representation of how friendly and welcoming the culture over 
there was. This was our only easy day for the next couple of weeks. We spent a week at Camp Bongkut where we 

participated in cultural activities, project work and interacting with the locals. 

Project work  

Our project work consisted mainly of rebuilding or repairing things around the village. Our second day, we cemented 
the main road. Our second day, we cemented the main road. Cynthia taught us  the correct ratios to make the con-

crete, then we repaved the road. This was exhausting no matter how many times we did it, we got better the more 
we did it, but it was still physically draining every time, but I still really enjoyed it because I felt like I was doing some-
thing useful. The locals there would now be able to drive easily, and it was improving their quality of life. We also did 
some bricklaying to help build their new youth centre. We got a short introduction on how to lay the bricks by the 

chief of the village.  

We spent most of a very sunny, hot afternoon out in the sun making the walls of a future  

youth centre for the community. While we were all very hot and tired, it felt great to know 
our small actions still impacted them in positive way and we contributed to their bigger 

goals. 
 

One project we did that did not include physical labour was that teaching the local kids  

English. One afternoon, we split up into small groups and planned activities for the kids.  
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We taught them colours, animals, shapes and more. We 
stated with games like bulrush and duck, duck, goose. 
The kids loved these games and they were adorable as 
they would always hold our hands and play with us. To-
wards the end a young boy and his sister played with 

me and we became 

friends. 

We repaired and paint-
ed tables for the local 
primary school in the 
village, created storage 
spaces under the main 
top desk and repainted 

all the tables at the school. I enjoyed this one the most 
as I saw the progress and impact, we made right in front 
of my eyes. I got to learn carpentry and new skills to 
actually be able to make the tables. It felt amazing to do 
something with my own two hands that positively con-

tributed to their society.  

Cultural activities:  

When we weren’t doing project work at Camp Bongkut, 
we were usually having meals or doing cultural activi-
ties. On our first day, we learnt a few traditional songs 
and dances, one of the dances was even very similar to 
a Bihu dance. They also taught us how to play the 
gongs which we got to perform at other welcome cere-
monies. We learnt a song in Malay and a dance to go 
with it which we performed on our last night, we tried our 
best, but I don’t think we did as well as the locals. We 
also had a couple Malay lessons where we learnt the 
language, most of us forgot everything the next day but 
it was a great experience as well as learning dances 
and languages, we also learnt how to make a banana 
cake and make cute beaded bracelets. The bracelets 
were incredibly hard to make but once I got the hang of 
it, I was a pro. In the evenings, we would often go up to 
the shops or play soccer games with the locals. This 
was usually one of the highlights of our day as we got to 
talk and meet the locals and they were always so friend-
ly and welcoming. These activities allowed us to be 
more culturally educated and understand our new envi-

ronment.  

 The rainforest:  

Our second camp for the next few days was in the mid-
dle of the jungle; our work here was to assist in their 
reforestation program. We camped in hammocks for 2 
nights and spent most of our day knee deep in bush and 
surrounded by trees. On our first day we didn’t have 
much time, so we set up our hammocks, which are sur-

prisingly very 
comfortable 
and easy to 
sleep in and 
had mostly 
free time. The 
second day 

was extremely difficult, we had a briefing on replanting 
and how we had to place each tree, then we spent the 
rest of the day planting endangered tree species, most 
of us got mild heat stroke or felt sick during the day but 
we conquered on and my group got a total of 20 trees 
planted throughout the day before we had to head back 
because it started raining and 
everyone was soaked. In the 
evening, we went on a river tour 
around our campsite, we saw 
monkeys, birds and other beauti-
ful animals and then we went 
back to camp and had dinner. 
The next day, the weather was 
still too bad for us to continue our 
project work, so we went to a bat 
cave that morning instead. We 
climbed up some very steep hills and rocks but once we 

got to the cave, it was worth it. 

Our guide told us all about the history of the place and 
we got to see lots of bats and structures from older com-
munities that have been in the cave for hundreds of 
years. Once we got back, we packed our stuff and 
headed to an accommodation for the night as it was 
heavily raining so much that it was unsafe for us to stay 
any longer. When we got back to the main village and 
got to our accommodation, we got hot showers, and 
everyone was ecstatic about it as we all missed little 
things like that. After dinner, we all just reflected on our 
time in Borneo as it was our last proper day. We all 
talked and then went to bed as we were all too exhaust-

ed to do anything else.  

Overall, this trip was the best experience I have ever 
had, I loved every single tiring moment and I would do it 
all over again if I could. I met some amazing people 
from all over Australia and even the world, I learnt so 
many new things and I highly recommend doing any 

similar trips.  

“Selamat tinggal Borneo, terima kasih atas keramahan 

Anda yang baik, tetap aman sampai kita bertemu lagi.” 

Goodbye Borneo, thank you for your kind hospitality, 

stay safe till we meet again. 
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In the last summer break, we had a holiday in Ho Chi Minh City on our way back from India. Ho Chi 
Minh City, also known as Saigon, is a city in Southern Vietnam well known for the vital role it played in the Vietnam 
war. I was thrilled to explore a brand new place and was very excited. As we drove out of the airport, the first thing 
that struck me was the colourful flowers along the road and the beautifully manicured green median strips dotted 
with pretty flowers. It was like a picture postcard. I could not help but wonder how fertile the soil would be. Every-
where you looked, you could see either beautiful flowers or fruits hanging on trees. The city was vibrant and colour-
ful.  
 
 

On our first day, we strolled around the main city and enjoyed the sights. There was a street food market close to 
our hotel with almost every type of cuisine from around the world. We went there for dinner every night and tried 
out different kinds of food. 
 

The next day, we visited the Cu Chi Tunnels which is an extensive network of tunnels used during the Vietnam 
War. During the war, these tunnels were used by the Vietnamese Communist people known as Viet Cong as part 
of their guerrilla warfare tactics to fight the better supplied US soldiers and the South Vietnamese people. I was 
amazed to see the different guerrilla tactics used during the war and was filled with respect and admiration for the 
Vietnamese people for being so brave, hardworking and resilient in those times. We went in one of these small tun-
nels and I felt like I was transported back in history– it was very exciting. 
 

We then went to the War Museum which showcased relics and remnants of the Vietnamese 
War. Some of the relics and photographs were quite confronting and it was heartbreaking to 
see the atrocities inflicted on the Vietnamese people. Yet again, I was filled with admiration 
for the Vietnamese people for having bounced back and doing so well despite their turbu-
lent past. 
 

We also visited the colossal Independence Palace which was a spectacular building and I 
was awestruck by the grand and elaborately decorated rooms. We even saw the well laid 
out bunker rooms which was to be used in case of any emergencies. 
 

The next day we did a tour of the Mekong Delta which is the agricultural hub of South Vi-
etnam. We went on a cruise on the mighty Mekong river, got to see a coconut farm and how 
coconut candies are made, a honey bee farm and honey making. We also had the opportunity to enjoy traditional 
Vietnamese food and fruits and enjoyed the folk songs and dances. It was a very beautiful countryside and was 
quite an educational experience. We even got to do some crocodile fishing where we used fish as bait for croco-
diles. 
 

My favourite part of the trip was the bike tour where we went around Ho Chi Minh City on bikes and got to see the 
real city life and the local way of living. I just loved being on the bike, through the bustling city, seeing the sights 
with my hair flying everywhere. It was interesting to see the lifestyle of the local people, their living quarters and the 

markets. It was interesting to see the lifestyle of the local people, their living quarters and the markets.  

We also visited many Pagodas and temples in Ho Chi Minh City which were beautiful architectural monuments with 
intricate designs and ornate carvings. Close to where we stayed was a huge street market called the Ben Thanh 
Market. You could find everything in it ranging from beautiful Vietnamese vases and paintings, hand painted crock-

ery, clothes, shoes, exotic fruits and vegetables and many more things. We did a lot of shopping in this market. 

I thoroughly enjoyed my trip in Vietnam and learnt a lot about the history and culture of the country. I was amazed 
to see how hardworking, resilient and progressive the Vietnamese people are and salute them for bouncing back 

so well after going through prolonged periods  of war which ended only in 1975.   
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On my recent trip to Vietnam, I had the pleasure of enjoying a Saigon on Motorbike tour. In this tour, 
we had the opportunity to visit several places in Saigon that one could not see otherwise as they were very deep into 
the city's heart. We visited many local Pagoda's and drank fresh coconut water by the Saigon River as well as visiting 
the flower markets and eating Pho at an authentic restaurant. However, something that really made this tour stand 
out was that we got to visit a slum. That's right, a slum! 
 

In the beginning, "slum tourism" felt very peculiar. To me, slums have been treated as off-limits and a place that   
tourists would generally avoid. But in Saigon, "slum tourism" was far from being viewed as a place of extreme poverty 
but was rather promoted as a bonafide tourist attraction. I kept wondering why someone would want to visit a slum 
rather than spending their time at beaches, restaurants and monuments. After doing some research I found out that 
there are a plethora of reasons why tourists decide to travel to slums. According to Forbes, "slums are appealing as 
they offer a way to hear the authentic stories of locals and to learn more about their culture". It seems to me that tour-
ists were interested in the inequalities and the stark differences in the lifestyle of the slum dwellers vis-a-vis the rest of 
the local people. 
 

This provoked another question, how come India's slums are viewed by tourists as contaminated, "unliveable" and 
filthy? How were Saigon's slums viewed as a tourist destination while the slums with perhaps the richest history were 
judged unfairly? 
 

First, a little information about Indian slums: According to CBC, in the 2011 Indian Census, it was recorded that over 
64 million Indian people lived in slums nationwide. That is roughly one- third of the Indian population of 1.2 billion peo-
ple. Slums are an integral part of Indian infrastructure and culture and are home to many street markets, street food 
hubs and communities.  
 

Asia’s largest slum is located in Mumbai and is known as the Dharavi slum. Many books and documentaries have 
been produced about such slums with a view to show the inside story of the slums that people who do not live there 
may have never seen before or cannot even imagine. Slums need not be looked down upon. In fact, many of the 
slum dwellers are quite educated, have decent occupations, are highly skilled workers and prefer to live in those   
areas. A lot of these slums exist as close knit communities and their inhabitants would not chose to live anywhere 
else even if given the option to do so. Mumbai, being a city where accommodation is quite expensive, slums offer a 
more affordable option to those who cannot afford a home otherwise. This is not to justify the unhygienic conditions in 
slums as there is definitely room for vast improvement in that sector however it is to show that Indian slums are not 
that different from Vietnamese slums.  
 

Slums are an integral part of developing countries and show that the worlds of both the rich and the poor co-exist side 
by side. It all boils down to how we showcase them. We can either showcase them as a tourist location or we can 
treat them as a place of poverty. I think that we should draw inspiration from Vietnam and have pride in our slums. 
Whilst we should continue to take measures to improve the conditions in the slums, we should treat them with re-
spect, recognise their unique culture and characteristics. We should not treat them as less than us, as at the end of 
the day they are also part of the nation.          
 
 

 
 

This is a short poem drawn from the experiences of seeing the slums of both countries from my perspective. 
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Homes that are fragile 

As fragile as glass 

About to collapse should a harsh wind blow 

Leaning on each other for support 

The home and its residents both 

In the slums of India 
 

Imagine waking up 

To the dim and dusky sunlight 

Shining through the gaps between the ragged wood 

planks 

Conscious of the unyielding and filthy floor 

Covered by the blanket that was tired of protecting 

In the slums of Vietnam 
 

The men tirelessly working 

The women relentlessly toiling 

The children playing cricket on the cramped field 

Oblivious to the horrid thoughts 

That ran through the minds of those on the outside 

In the slums of India 
  

Soon they would come 

Flocks and flocks of them 

The people that gawked and stared them down 

The ones who took photos 

Talked in absurd dialects 

In the slums of Vietnam 
 

Sitting on the footsteps to her home 

Sat an ambitious and determined girl 

Dreaming about what she could be 

If she wasn't  

Confined in this painfully suffocating situation  

In the slums of India 
 

She shook their hands 

Charmed them with her smile 

And posed for photos with her Ao Dai 

 

She watched them exploring her home 

And eating her mother's food 

In the slums of Vietnam 
                  

She finished her work at home 

Cooked and cleaned and washed 

Then walked to her master's house ready to work 

some more 

Dealt with the irritable patience of her mistress                                           

Fatigued and overworked, she limped home 

In the slums of India 
 

She heard some heated arguing 

But in the end, she saw her father 

Desperately collecting cash from the man who made 

her father work 

She ran towards her father 

He scooped her up and took her home 

In the slums of Vietnam 
 

Later on that night 

As she sat by the fire  

Surrounded by her family and friends 

She realised she didn't have most things others had 

But she had the things  

That mattered most to her 

In the slums of India 
 

Both had toiled continuously 

But this was nothing extraordinary 

This was what they did everyday 

Yet they found joy and satisfaction in their tasks 

Knowing that their home was their home 

In the slums 

Image Source:  
Shaikh, A. (2016) Mumbai: Largest slum in Asia- Dharavi gets ready for a makeover [image] Availa-
ble at: https://www.dnaindia.com/india/report-mumbai-largest-slum-in-asia-dharavi-gets-ready-for-a-
makeover-2164220 [Accessed 18 February, 2020] 
 
VietnamNet Bridge. (2015) Images: Life in the slums near high rise buildings [image] https://
english.vietnamnet.vn/fms/vietnam-in-photos/136460/images--life-in-the-slums-near-high-rise-
buildings.html [Accessed 18 February, 2020] Shaikh, 2016  

VietnamNet, 2015 

Only a World Apart 
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Travelling to and across the Grand Canyon was a very exciting trip and a memory I do not want to forget. I went on 

the trip with Ady and his family. Until then, the trip had been amazing and all of us had a lot of fun. I was sure that a 

helicopter trip across the Grand Canyon would not be disappointing. 
 
 

Flying across the expanse of the Grand Canyon, one of North America’s most beautiful sights, I could see the mas-

sive valleys that had been carved by the Colorado River for millions of years. The mountains and gorges stretched 

beyond my vision; it was definitely one of the world’s largest canyons. Going up to a higher altitude, we could see 

more of the rocky terrain in the canyon, but it was a small portion of the 270-mile long piece of land. 
 

The helicopter eventually landed on a plain consisting of cacti and bushes among all the sand. The plain was the only 

place in the area where the helicopters could land, as it had been lent to the tourism companies by the Native Ameri-

cans that lived in the area. The hill was a flat plain which was steeper around the edges. From close up, the canyon 

seemed like a wasteland. It was sandy and dry without many fauna or flora. There were small patches of grass around 

the place, but no large plants. As I got back onto the helicopter and began to ascend, I observed the plain from a dis-

tance. It looked as if the place was much greener; the plants from all over the plain appeared closer, the more we flew 

away. There were animals in the Grand Canyon, however unfortunately we did not get to see any animals in the land-

ing area, as the tourism companies took precautions to keep them away for the passengers’ safety. 
 

The helicopter diverted routes and after flying over some mountains we came to stop at an area that was filled with 

snow. The area looked like a service station for the helicopters. We hopped off and the air felt not nearly as cold as 

we thought it would be. But it only took a few minutes for the cold air to seep through our jackets. Even though we 

tried to ignore the cold, we started shivering. While we were waiting for the pilot, I had some fun playing with the snow, 

as it was not very often that I got to see snow in Australia. We were not at the place for very long and soon hopped 

back onto the helicopter to fly back to where we began the ride. The ride was amazing it was definitely one of the best 

parts of our entire trip to America. 

                                                 

 

 

This trip was a unique and fun experience getting to see such iconic landmarks and buildings, that we all know and have 

seen in Hollywood movies. I had my family and my close friend Neev and his family going along, so I was really looking 

forward to this holiday.  

It all started on 24th December; my luggage was already set to go. This was only a 10-day trip, however, it was amazing. 

We reached the airport bay where it was around 8:00pm we went for a quick feed at McDonald’s before boarding on our 

plane. This flight was going to Hong Kong and it would take about 9 hours. The inflight entertainment system was more 

than enough to get me through the long flight. After 9 hours of flying, we finally reach Hong Kong airport where we have to  

USA  TRIP 
By Ady Saikia 
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wait an extra 6 hours for our next flight to New York, but it 

would be worth it.  

Finally, after 6 hours which felt a lot longer, we board our 

plane which will fly to New York passing Alaska and Cana-

da. This flight would take 15 hours roughly which is so far 

the longest flight I have taken. Once again, I would enjoy 

myself watching movies to get going through the long 

hours.

We were getting very close to reaching New York and we 

could already see the buildings and 

they were huge! We started to drift 

away from the city to land at JFK 

airport. We were all relieved we had 

finally reached our dream destina-

tion, NEW YORK !         

Going through airport security was-

n’t a hassle at all, in fact before you 

know it, we were already outside. 

The first thing we had already noticed and felt was just how 

cold it was, it was ridiculously cold. But we wore heavy 

jackets but even that surprised us. We took a Taxi to our 

Hotel, we were in the borough called Queens, our first hotel 

was located in Manhattan Times square, the drive there 

was amazing because we saw so many iconic places in 

New York city where we have seen them in our favorite 

Hollywood movies. 

We reached our hotel and got inside to freshen up a bit 

before heading outside to experience Times Square for the 

first time and may I tell you it was amazing, Seeing the 

lights and massive digital billboard ads was quite extraordi-

nary. The whole vibe was amazing, the people, the cars, 

the mini street food shops, it's everything I thought it would 

be and I loved it.  

Since it was Christmas, in New York a lot of people crowd-

ed up during the night we were there. There were many 

shows going on including probably the biggest Christmas 

tree I have seen. We had seen a light show which was 

shown at an old building which had beautiful patterns. We 

had also realized how crowded it was, it was very hard to 

move. 

That was our first night in New 

York. The next morning, we 

woke up, got ready and headed 

outside where we took a tour 

bus that took us through some 

amazing sightseeing with a tour guide. We want pass Ad-

am Sandler’s house who is a Hollywood actor. We went 

through Wall Street which is famous for its stock market. 

We stopped near the Statue of Liberty where we took some 

photos, but the statue was barely visible, so we decided to 

take a ferry to get up close with it and take photos. It was a 

fun experience being on the ferry, and once the sun went 

down, we could see New York city light up while we were 

still on the ferry. It was amazing to see that.  

The next morning was a busy one because we were leav-

ing New York. We had to pack our luggage and headed for 

the domestic airport which took us to none other than LAS 

VEGAS. It was a 5-hour flight which wasn’t bad.  

We reached Las Vegas around midafternoon where we 

were instantly greeted with slot machines inside the airport. 

Once we got past the airport, we 

collected our luggage and went 

for our taxi where it took us to 

the heart of Las Vegas which is 

where everything happens. Our 

hotel was there, and it was called 

the Paris Hotel. The hotel was huge and it’s first floor was 

an entire casino/shopping mall. It was just massive and 

filled with restaurants. We got our room which looked 

amazing filled with nice decorations and a wonderful view 

of Las Vegas itself. We immediately went to go eat lunch 

and took some rest before we 

headed out at night and had a 

walk-through Las Vegas. The 

lighting was just amazing filled 

with art and decorations with 

massive casinos and shop-

ping malls left right and cen-

ter. We walked long enough to go see a circus show. It was 

called the Cirque du Soleil-Mystere show. And it was great 

fun seeing the people do amazing stunts. Once the show 

was done, it was time to head back to the Hotel and call it a 

night. 

The next day was a day I was waiting for. We were going 

to go on a Helicopter ride over the Grand Canyon. We 

woke up bright and early, got ready, had breakfast and 

headed outside to wait for our Taxi which would take us 

into Arizona, where the small Hangar was. The drive from 

Las Vegas to Arizona was about 2 hours long. Once we got 

to the Hangar, we were given a safety demonstration and 

before you know it, we were up in the air flying over the  
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desert. It took us about 15 minutes to get to the Grand 

Canyon. Once we got there, we could see the huge can-

yons right before our eyes. 

We stopped in an area inside 

the Canyons where we 

chilled out for a bit and took 

photos. We headed back but 

before that, we had to make 

a pit stop because the Heli-

copter needed fuel before we could leave, in the meantime 

we played in the snow that was at the stop of the canyon 

where the bay was. Once that was done, we headed back 

to the hangar, ate lunch. And was on our way back to Las 

Vegas. Once we were back it was around 5:00, Neev and 

his family had to leave to go to Boston to see family 

friends. So, they left the Hotel and headed for the airport.  
 

We still had one more day in Las Vegas, so we got up 

around 11:00 and went outside to have a walk, went to 

shopping malls and enjoyed ourselves for our last day in 

Las Vegas. Our flight was around 10:00pm so we left at 

around 7:00 pm. Once we were at the airport, we boarded 

our flight back to New York where we would spend our last 

4 days.  

Back in New York we arrived at our new hotel still in Man-

hattan. It was around 5:00 in the morning. And we were 

pretty tired, so we took a nap and slept till 12:00pm where 

we woke up and went downstairs to visit Papu mama and 

Purobi mami. it was wonderful meeting them as I have not 

seen them in 7 years. We were soon hungry and went to 

eat lunch at an Indian restaurant called Junoon. It was 

good. As night started to fall upon us, we explored much of 

Times square that we didn’t before. And we found some 

interesting shops  

We decided to eat our dinner at the 

Hard rock cafe. This cafe was very 

unique and special in the way that it is 

basically a museum full of guitars from 

famous guitarists. This cafe had guitars 

from the Beatles, ACDC, Rolling 

Stones, Queen all signed in in glass 

cases. It was very cool to see them up 

close, these guitars are a piece of modern rock history and 

that to me is very special to see.  

Neevs family had come back from Boston and had planned 

that they would meet us inside the rock cafe.  

The next morning, we left New York to go to Washington 

DC to see the white house. The drive was about 6 hours, 

about 5 hours into the trip we stopped at a space museum. 

This place was fun because there was so much variety in 

what we wanted to explore. We first went to a section of 

the museum all to do about the Wright brothers and how 

they were the first successful people to make aircrafts. And 

then we went on to this huge model of 

a Rocketship where you can go inside 

and have a look around at all the 

things that you could have not seen 

before. And then we went on a Virtual 

reality experience which was fun, we 

were put on these chairs that move to 

give you that feeling that you are in 

space.  

Once we got out of the museum we 

were back on the road. Another hour in and we were at our 

destination, we went to the capital, Lincoln memorial and 

the white house. It was nice. We came back that night and 

spent our final night in New York. We also went to the 

Brooklyn bridge which was fabulous. The next very early 

morning we woke up, got our luggage ready and started 

our journey back to Australia. This flight back to Hong 

Kong was spectacular. We flew over Greenland, Russia 

and Mongolia. 

And we could 

actually see the 

snowy mountains! 

 

 

I think in this trip I have learned a lot about American cul-

ture and have given me a good knowledge about the place 

and cities I went to. I would definitely come back one day 

as I have enjoyed these past 10 days. It was a place I 

have always dreamed to come to, and it was worth it. I 

would 100 percent recommend anyone planning to come 

to the USA.  
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Lucy’s Dad | By Prakriti Borua (Meek)  

                                  Year 2 
 

Once upon a time there lived a little girl called Lucy. At the time when Lucy was born, a war was going on 

in Lucy’s place. A few days before she was born Lucy’s dad went out for some work and never returned 

home. Everybody thought he was shot dead by gunfire. As such, Lucy never really got to see her father, 

but have seen some of his old photos! 
 

As Lucy grew up, she came to know about all these things. She missed her dad dearly and kept thinking of 

him. She wondered how her dad might have looked like, what he would have played with her, where they 

could go together and all such things. Even at school, she could not help thinking about her father. As days 

passed by, she became more and more lost in her father’s thought, she became miserable. 
 

Suddenly, one day when she was at school, she saw a person who looked very much like the one in the 

photo she knows as her father. She followed the person and noticed that there was a tattoo in his hands 

that said, “Lucy’s Dad”! She was not quite sure if he indeed could be her father; all she knew was that he 

was shot dead. She approached the person and asked who Lucy is. The person told her that it was his 

daughter whom he had lost in the war. 
 

Lucy’s mother had told her that her father had named her “Lucy” even before she was born! This time Lucy 

was sure that the person in front of her is indeed her father. She introduced herself to him and took him 

home. The family recognized him. Lucy’s dad was caught as a prisoner of war to a distant country. Now he 

is free and hence is back to his own place.  
 

Lucy became so happy when her father gave her a hug for the first time. Tear flowed down her eyes. She 

felt like she has got a second life! She is no more sad. Lucy is a happy girl alive in this whole wide world 

because her father is alive. Her father bought her a watch that she would wear every-

day to school. Guess what is written on the watch-“Lucy’s Dad”. 

 

The Banana Girl | By Parthivi Borua (Muse)  

                                                   Year 2 
 

Once upon a time there lived a little girl named Dorothy. Her family was poor, and they had nothing 
to eat. One day, the whole family went to buy something in a faraway place.  
 
They bought a long, curvy, yellow fruit in the market. Dorothy just did not know what that yellow 
fruit was! She had never seen one like that before in her life! She showed to her father who 
checked with other people in the town. Finally, she came to know that it was called a BANANA! 
 
She took a bite of the yellow fruit to find that the white fleshy part inside the yellow peel was really 
yummy! She brought a lot of bananas to her hometown and sold them in the market. Soon she 
earned a lot of money and her family lived happily ever after. 
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Sydney Bhaxa Ghor has been pioneering to impart Assamese culture and  

language to our young generation. We appreciate and congratulate our  

wonderful community members for taking such inspiring effort of  

spreading our knowledge and culture to our next generation.  

The Spirit of Sydney Bhaxa Ghor  
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Software Engineer at school 

Nayan Barman 

It was a late evening. I was waiting patiently at a bus stop when I met a 15-year-old boy, who was on 

his way back home from tuition class. I started a casual conversation and impulsively asked him what 

profession he would like to take in future. He promptly replied that he wanted to become an engineer, 

precisely a software engineer. Being already into this career for last 10 years, I asked him, what was 

he doing for that. He replied, "I am studying hard at school". Being aware of prevalent educational system and hazy 

mindset of an adolescent, I was not taken aback by such a naive response. Our educational system is not methodical 

enough to let us choose our career early, but I strongly believe that infusing the wandering youngsters with guidance 

can help them to find their way. 
 

The first thing I asked him was what he knew about the prospects of being a software engineer. He said that his el-

derly neighbour’s son, who stays in Bangalore, told him something about it when he visited last to his neighborhood. 

He said life's pretty cool there with cordial ambience, complimentary food, good people around, and most importantly 

loads of money. I smilingly said, "True, but there can be other avenues which can lead to such a lifestyle. So why do 

you choose this? What special prospects do you see in it?"  
 

He didn't utter a word and looked coyly blanked. Then he quietly asked, "So, what do you think? What is the best 

thing about this profession?" I retorted, "This industry is thriving for one and only aspect - innovation. There are plenty 

of monotonous, routine works in IT which can be significantly automated by a system - devised by an imaginative 

brain. You can in the best way use your creativity here". Indeed, software industry is all about innovative mind that 

runs the complex automatic processes. 
 

As we engrossed more in the discussion, the bus came in and we both embarked on it. Sitting beside each other, we 

continued with the discussion. I posed him, "What exactly are you yearning out of these options: wealth, status, and 

community service?" He said his primary objective was to earn money so that he could live a luxurious life, though he 

wouldn't completely avoid the other 2 options. I assured him all these can be accomplished in this line of work by its 

own way: wealth - earning handsome salary depending on your skills, status- more you climb the ladder, the more 

you earn recognition, community service - there are lot more voluntary means by which you can benefit the society. 
 

Mesmerized in the conversation, he then hurriedly looked outside the windows to ensure that he did not miss his stop. 

I further quizzed, "Do you know what does Engineering really mean?” He said," No, not really". I imparted, 

"Engineering is nothing but bringing ideas into realities and it is exciting doing such things in a wide global way". I 

continued, "And software engineering is about converting our ideas into realities through Mobile Apps, website, com-

puter programs etc." 
 

He got excited, and readily asked me "Is the industry looking only for innovative ideas, that's it?” I smiled, and told 

him, "Yes, but it has to come in some form. First, you need to understand the persisting problems and demanding 

challenges that the industry is facing. After the problems are analyzed, you can initiate to think about the solution in 

the form of innovative ideas. If your idea looks feasible, then it has to be further implemented through programming". 
 

He looked composed and eagerly inquired, "So what do I need to do from today?" I advised, "Do your Math properly. 

Do tricky ones, apply your brain. Think of different solutions for the same problem. Try solving puzzles in your free 
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time. It will enhance your problem-solving ability". I continued, "Do your English well. Never neglect it. Communication 

skill is something which can rightly put you to the top of the world". I further continued, "Make yourself aware what's 

going on around the world. Knowledge is always powerful". 
 

As he reached his destination, he sat up and slid past me courteously, and bidding goodbye, alighted from the bus. 

He looked content and I am sure I was able to paint a clearer picture in his mind. 

         ******** 

Women in technology – an Indian perspective 

 in the global scenario 

Dr Rukmi Dutta  

In recent years, we have seen a global push for gender equality in all professional fields. Traditionally technology, 

science and engineering are male dominated. All of us, who are in these fields, have the first-hand experience of 

male dominance. In my batch of BE 1995, we had merely 9 girls in a class of 60 of electrical engineering, which 

won the crown of having the highest percentage of girls that year. Some other brunches of engineering had only 

one or two girls out of 60. Somehow in our society, a girl engineer 

is a misfit and hence, there is less encouragement to be an  

engineer than let say to be a doctor. I mistakenly thought that this 

biased perspective was exclusive to Indian society. But when I 

came out of India and went to Tokyo University, Japan, I was 

shocked to find that a highly advanced country like Japan is no 

better than India in gender equality. In fact, Japan was worse than 

India. I struggled to find any woman as a professor of Engineering or even high-level executive of those well-

renowned tech companies such as Sony. I thought (again mistakenly) that bias toward women in technology was 

probably an Asian cultural thing. But how mistaken I was! After coming to live and work in Australia and travelling to 

USA and Europe many times, I have become acutely aware that the gender inequality in the field of technology is 

not Indian or Asian but a global problem. Developed country like US and many European countries are struggling to 

encourage young girls to take the profession of engineer and scientist. Actually, compared to these countries, India 

is in a better position. Limited choice of secure profession in India has pushed many talented girls towards engi-

neering and technology, which is a good thing. According to a report published by WES (http://www.wes.org.uk/) in 

2017, women studying engineering in India is over 30%, which is more than double of UK. It is a positive develop-

ment for India. It was a proud moment for women engineers of India, when global television screens flashed the 

scenes of a bunch of women scientists/engineers of ISRO, India celebrating the record launch of satellites. A num-

ber of Australian TV news readers even expressed surprise to see sari-cladded Indian women celebrating an engi-

neering feat. But, we women engineers of India should feel proud of such achievements and India could be a cata-

lyst to bring the global changes of gender equality in the field of engineering/technology.  

*This article was submitted to the souvenir published for foundation day of WIFA, Assam in 2018.   
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I did not know what to expect when flying from Sydney to Dibrugarh last November for our wedding, but I 

knew the experience would be different from my last journey there three years ago, when I visited as the 
“good Australian friend” of my now husband Manab. This time, I would be at the epicenter of a big (by 
Western standards) Assamese wedding! At the time, this was the only information I had about the plans 
for the coming weeks.  
 

Our wedding involved seven separate rituals and parties spread across five days, most of which took place 
in a beautiful marquee that had been constructed in a friend’s garden in Duliajan Oil Town. The festivities 
kicked off on a Thursday, with a solemn ritual called the Na-Purukh Shardha in Manab’s family home.  
Lasting a few hours, it honored the last nine generations of his paternal side and the last three generations 
of his maternal side and sought their blessings prior to the wedding. That night there was a mehndi party 
with my Aussie friends who had flown out from Sydney to celebrate with us. This involved a few hours 
sitting waiting for the mehndi to dry and then leaning over dustbins peeling it off, while various friends and 
family members came to say hi and share some food. 
 

On Friday, the first ritual at the wedding marquee, my Juron, took place. This was an opportunity for me to 
honour and farewell my parents and be welcomed into the Chetia 
family by my mother-in law, who literally showered me with gifts 
(mostly dresses and jewelry for the other wedding events) while 
the group of priests chanted and blessed us. This was followed by 
the Tel-Diya, where part of my wedding dress was draped over me 
like a bridal veil and my mother-in-law applied sindoor (the vermil-
lion mark of a married woman) to my hair parting. I was also hand-
fed some delicious sweets, then I hand-fed my friends some 

sweets, and my mum gave everyone 
some Paan-Tamul, betel leaves with 
raw areca nut–a taste combination I unfortunately have not developed much ap-
preciation for, the number of times I have tried it! 
 

That evening, two more rituals were performed by the priests–one for me and 
one for Manab. Usually these take place in separate locations, however, because 
I had such a small group of family and friends in attendance, they were both 
conducted at the wedding venue separated by a large sheet (to prevent Manab 
and I from seeing each other-an interesting pre-wedding rule to adhere to when 
staying in the same house). Both rituals ended with the priests busting out some 

traditional Assamese dance moves and inviting others to do the same. A band performed later in the even-
ing, which included a violinist who invited me up to play at the end of the night. This would have been 
quite enjoyable, except that his violin had left-hand-tuning–which meant I had to reverse all the bowing 
and fingering in my head on the spot in order to play–possibly the most challenging set of mental acrobat-
ics I have ever ‘performed… 
 

On the Saturday of the wedding, the Pani Tula and Nuoni took place for both 
Manab and I. The Pani Tula is the ceremonial fetching of water from a nearby river 
by the women from the bride’s and groom’s side. Then came the cleansing bath, 
which involved sitting on a small bench while my mother, Manab’s mum’s female 
friends and my Aussie friends each took turns smearing my face, hands and feet 
with black gram and turmeric paste, then pouring a jug of water through a white 
sheet draped over my head. I was not allowed to watch Manab’s bath, however, 
apparently his uncle carried him to and from the bathing area like a small child, 
wearing nothing but a sheet!  
 

During the time in between mine and Manab’s baths, the wedding photographers decided it was the ideal 
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Getting married in Assam Alex Chetia 
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time to do a photoshoot in a nearby tea plantation (even though we techni-
cally still weren’t allowed to see each other…). So as soon as I got back 
from the Nuoni, with turmeric-stained hair and skin, I quickly showered, re-
did my hair and makeup and put on another mekhela chadar (the fourth one 
in two days, by that point!) We drove out to a large tea plantation on the 
edge of Duliajan and had fun doing poses with our friends and being fol-
lowed around by a drone! 

On the night of the ceremony, when I arrived at the wedding venue, I was 
promptly ushered out the back to wait for Manab and his entourage to ar-
rive. They arrived an hour or so later. Manab was covering his mouth with a 
piece of cloth (apparently to stop himself from saying anything that might jeopardies the marriage!) As he 
walked in, guests from the bride’s and groom’s side had a rice fight, which Manab and his best man 
walked through the middle of with an umbrella (this was all described to me later, as I was sitting out the 
back wondering what was going on, and I still don’t quite understand why it all happened!) 

Then I was brought out for a short pre-ceremony ritual and every-
one kept telling me to cry while I walked (apparently that is what 
most brides do…) After this, my brother lifted me and lead me to 
the ceremony altar (I think my outfit would have added almost 
10kg to my overall weight!) The altar had a circle of 101 oil lamps 
burning, surrounded by garlands of flowers. It was beautiful and 
mesmerizing. As Manab is from the Ahom tribe, which has Thai 
ancestry, the wedding ceremony was spoken in both Assamese 

and an old form of Thai (and Manab’s father sat behind us quietly translating it into English!) The ceremo-
ny involved us repeating our vows in Thai, receiving Thai blessings, exchanging flower garlands, me giving 
Manab a sword to defend me with, and playing a game of “find the wedding ring” in a bowl of rice. When 
we stepped off the mat, we were then considered married. 

After receiving lots of congratulatory hugs and kisses from our guests, we 
were driven back to Manab’s parents’ house where we were welcomed by 
his parents and followed into our bedroom by many of the guests! Here is a 
photo of us with my high school friends and Manab’s best man in our bed-

room at the very end of the night (around mid-
night)!  

After having a much-needed rest day, our recep-
tion took place on Monday afternoon (running 
until around midnight). After sampling the numerous dishes available in the 
spectacular buffet Manab’s parents had arranged, we made our way to an elab-
orately decorated stage with a comfortable sofa. There we spent around six 
hours greeting each of the approximately 900 guests. Each had the opportunity 
to congratulate us, give us a gift (it took five of us over half an hour to open 
them all!), take a photo with us, and I would offer them fennel seeds and dried 

coconut from my xorai (pictured). My Aussie friends and brother also got “the celebrity treatment”, as 
many of the guests and staff wanted selfies with them! At the end of the evening, everyone joined togeth-
er for dancing, then Manab and I had the opportunity to sample some more of the delicious food before 
thanking the waitstaff, cooks and photographers, and heading home for a much-needed sleep.  

When I think about this experience, the words that come to mind are vibrance, love, reverence, inclusive-
ness, solemnity, sensory overload, confusion, meaning, exhaustion, enrichment, community and family. I 
have never had an experience like that before and I wonder if I ever will again! I am so grateful to Manab’s 
family for making it possible, and to my friends and family for embracing the Assamese culture and cus-
toms so whole-heartedly. 

                                                                            ******** 
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The Moonlit window 
 
Clasped in the night’s darkness, 
Glimpse of an unknown smile, 
A bright hue in the magical sky, 
Dances to the melody of life, 
And Whispers in my ears a long forgotten song.. 
 

As I close my eyes and my dreams soar high, 
As I reach out for the stars, 
A touch of wind gushes by, 
And that reminds me of a long forgotten song.. 
 

Had I been to the sky, 
The ground would have been the Star, 
And today as I stand on the ground, 
The endless sky is my ultimate home, 
But the distant star still reminds me of a long forgotten song.. 
 

Endless nights of hope and despair, 
Often pass by my door, 
But today the moonlit window still reminds me 
Of a long forgotten song.. 

Our Beloved Bihuwan 
Bedashree Gogoi 

Bihu is now synonymous with Assam-its culture and sentiments. It is an indispensable part of the Assamese society. 
The cultural aspects and chronicles are hidden in Bihu. Everyone literally jumps at the very mention of the word Bihu. 
The whole world seems to be in delight with the sounds of dhol pepa (musical instruments used in Bihu). The signifi-
cant importance of Bihuwan or Gamosa in socio-cultural life of the people of Assam can easily be appreciated in rela-

tion with Bihu.                       

                                              Moromor digh di        Senehor bani boi 

Hepahor asure buwa 

Xopunor fulere          Fulam mur bihuwan 

Monedi abeli luwa 

The Bihuwan or Gamosa is considered to be the most honoured textile and plays a pivotal role in Assamese society.  

As a symbol of friendship, love, regards, warmth, hospitality, the Bihuwan is intricately and intimately woven into the 

social fabric of Assam. It is presumed that the Bihuwan received glory during the rule of the Ahom kings. The subjects 

gifted Swargadeo (the king) the Bihuwan during Bihu who in turn accepted it as a special blessing from them. Later 

the ministers followed the same ritual. And this is how the idea and concept of gifting beloved with Bihuwan came into 

existence.  
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Gargi Gogoi 
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This Bihuwan exemplifies the art, ideology and culture of Assamese women in the society. One 

such tradition that has overcome the ebb and flow of time is traditional weaving. In our society the 

taat xaal or the handloom is of immense value. The weaving and spinning of Assamese rich tex-

tiles by the womenfolk prove how much the people are passionate about handloom. Fabrics from 

Assam include cotton, muga silk, pat silk (mulberry) and eri silk (endi). From centuries old women-

folk have spun numerous clothes not only for daily wear but also for festive occasions. Also, 

among the folk arts of Assam, the dress made out of the weaver’s loom elicits the highest atten-

tion, is the cynosure among all. Every Assamese woman prides in possessing a weaver’s loom. Under the patronage 

of the Ahom Swargadeos, the weaving art progressed formidably. History has that in ancient times Assamese women 

weaved amulets in their weaving looms under only a night for their gladiator husbands. Every Assamese woman, 

once upon a time, used to be a dexterous weaver. Each Assamese attire became a symbol of mental toil and beauty 

under the confluence of the heart and the hands of the Assamese weavers. 

Bihuwan is a celebration of craftmanship, an ode to human ingenuity. Women weavers work from a graph of small 

designs which are generally geometric patterns embellished with floral tracery in between coloured strips and is wo-

ven on a loin-loom with traditional colours. The age-old traditions of having a taat xaal (weaver’s loom) in every 

household immortalised the beauty of the house. The one element that unites them all is the knowledge of weaving 

honed and passed down over generations. It can be rightfully heard in Bihu songs as 

                Luitor xuwoni        Borkoi sapori 
                          Sutalor xuoni taat 
              Lahorir xuwoni      Misiki hahiti 
            Bethai loga juwa maat  

In today’s world the modernization and the use of machinery has led to the downfall of our tradi-

tional taat xaal and use of machine made gamosa instead of handmade gamosa. Still in several 

parts of Assam, the women folk get busy in the month of Chot (Mid-March to Mid-April) to weave out the beautiful Bi-

huwan. It becomes a sorry state of affairs for the lovely ladies of not gifting Bihuwan to guests, elders and beloved 

ones in Bihu. It was also considered a matter of shame for the women of not knowing the art of weaving during the 

bygone era which can be heard in Bihu songs as -                                              

       Bobou najane             Katibo u najane 

      Lukor xale xale fure 

   Randhibo najane        Badhibo najane 

              Khori muthamuthe pure  

Literally Gamosa means a cloth to wipe the body - “Ga” means body and “mosa” means wipe in 

Assamese. So ‘Gamosa’ is equivalent to ‘towel’ by meaning, but it is not merely an item of multi-

purpose physical convenience. Its services extend far beyond the body into the sphere of mind and soul. These tow-

els are white with patterns at both ends with stylised forms of birds, animals, humans, flowers, foliage and geometric 

motifs. 

The gifting of Bihuwan in Rongali Bihu has been an age-old tradition. As per custom, the young women have to pre-

sent a self-woven Bihuwan to her beloved as a token of love, and to elders as a symbol of respect in Rongali Bihu. 

Also, it is not likely that the Bihuwan is gifted only in Bihu. The gifting of gamosa to guest has been prevalent for a 

long time. It is customary to welcome the dignitaries in Assam always with a  Phulam (ornamented floral designs) 

Gamosa offered in a special style as garlanding the guest with warmth, love and regards. It then becomes a souvenir 

of reverence and oneness, no matter from which corner of the globe the guest comes, what his language is or what   
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his culture is. Bihu dancers wear gamosa around the head and waist. 

Gamosa is also used as turban cloth by men on such festive occasions with the flaps flaunting at the sides. The mu-

sical instruments used in Bihu like the dhol is also wrapped decoratively with gamosa. It is also used to cover the altar 

at Namghar (the prayer hall) and Singhasana (the crowns) of the Satras with the words “Krishna” “Ram” “Hari” written 

on them. The scriptures too are covered with gamosa as a sign of devotion and reverence. The farmers use it as a 

Tongali (waistcloth) or a Suriya (loincloth). The use of gamosa in auspicious occasions is also seen. Without gamosa, 

the wedding rituals couldn’t be thought of Gamosa occupies its importance as an additional item of dress too. On fes-

tive or ceremonial occasions, it is neatly folded and worn around the neck. Amalgamated with such multihued 

thoughts, emotions and gestures, the Gamosa has acquired distinctive symbolic significance as an identity by itself 

for the socio-cultural life of the people of Assam. 
 

The importance of Bihuwan or Gamosa has never faded in the Assamese culture and society and will never be. Bihu-

wan is an identity of us since our forefather’s time. Recently the Bihuwan has earned the coveted geographical indi-

cation (GI) recognition, thereby getting legal protection to prevent its unauthorize use. 

As long as our Assamese society will live our beloved Bihuwan or Gamosa will also live 

magnifying our existence.  
 

Source:  

Bihugeet Aru Bonghosha, Second edition, Banalata Publishing (Assamese Book 2014) 

– Author Lila Gogoi 

Bihu Eti Samiksha, Banalata Publishing (Assamese Book) – Author Lila Gogoi 

Bichurita Barnali, Vol. IX, No. II, April 2018(Magazine) – Axomiyar Senehor  

Bihuwankhoni by Sewali Gogoi 

http://www.assaminfo.com/culture/1/gamocha.htm 
 

Image Source:  

https://www.instagram.com/earthsy.in/  

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/assamese-musician-playing-traditional-musical-instrument-104759393 

On Coincidence 
Wasim Raja 

(CSIRO Astronomy and Space Science, Marsfield) 

Ever since K2 was introduced on our bus route (my erstwhile place of residence, my hostel at Aswathnagar), I had a 

fantasy of being able to travel in it. The bus looked amazingly clean from outside (remember, this is not an A/C bus), 
and although I had no reason to travel in it, I in my heart of hearts, craved for one. As if destined, I had to find a place 
of residence at Rajajinagar where I on a fine day, saw a K2 plying on the road close to my new place! And when I got 
the muscle spasm that prevented me from using my motor bike, I was kind of ecstatic at the prospect of fulfilling what 

I had fancied years ago -- travelling in a K2! 

The first day, I went in our institute vehicle to the bus stop in front of Ramaiah College where I could board a K2 to 

my new residence. I was a little late and I had missed the last bus. I walked the 6 kms. 

On the second occasion I had recovered from the muscle spasm and had started using my bike again; it was raining. 
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And the prospect of fulfilling my destiny (?) came alive 
(together with the desire of having kebabs at my favour-
ite food-joint Ginger!). I ensured this time that I had 
reached well in advance so as not to miss the last bus. I 
had my food and kept waiting for almost an hour when 
the paan shop wala told me that K2 is unpredictable in 
the evenings. This time I did not walk the 6 kms home, 
but took the institute’s vehicle from the hostel (that was 

close -by), and rode back home in my bike.  

Today was the third occasion (self-created by the weird 
me). There was no reason for me to go shorts-hunting 
all the way to my old hostel area. Yet I went, and I went 
in a bus (despite having my bike), with an inner desire 
to come back by a K2 (please do not laugh, it is a seri-
ous matter!). And although I was least bothered at find-
ing my favourite Custom Department's Sale shop at 
New Bel road "go poof", I actually rejoiced at being free 
to brisk-walk to the Ramaiah bus stop where I could 
finally catch a K2. It was only 5:30 in the evening, and 
there would be plenty of them before the last one. Hard-
ly had I finished reading Narayan Murthy and his son's
( re) joining Infosys on the first page of the Times of In-
dia that I had bought from the corner shop than a K2 
appeared at the stop. It was beautiful -- as beautiful as it 
had been in my fantasy -- clean and spacious (you 
should travel in a Bengaluru city bus before laughing me 
away)! I boarded it. I did not get a seat but hoped to find 
one by the time the bus reached Yeshwantpur. Harsha 
called to find out if I would be going for the play her sis-
ter and her brother-in-law were performing in, and I told 
her (sparing the details of my ecstasy at finally being on 
the inside of a K2) that I could not come today. The bus 
passed Indian Institute of Science (IISc), and a muddy 
spot there reminded me of an earlier hunt for a K2 go 
futile. I mocked at fate and boasted "What do you have 
to say today, huh!" And believe it or not, just as this 
thought crossed my mind, we heard a thud! The bus 
broke down! The steering wheel would not steer any-

more! So, we were all asked to get down. 

I asked the conductor if he planned to send us in a dif-
ferent bus. He assured that the same ticket would hold 
valid. I was least bothered about the ticket. I wanted to 
know if it would be a K2 that would take us all farther. 
He said, for those of us who wished to go to Ye-
shwantpur, he would arrange our travel in any bus going 
there, but those travelling farther ahead, will have to 

wait for the next K2. I was very happy to hear the latter.  

The not-so-frequent K2's enabled me to witness a 
pleasant evening under the thundering sky. Everyone 
was pleasantly calm -- the driver, the conductor, and all 

the passengers. (I really love and appreciate this calm 
and patience in us Indians at times of disasters). The 
driver made a series of calls and the conductor and an-
other staff stopped buses going to Yeshwantpur for the 
passengers travelling until there. A traffic policeman 
arrived, annoyed at being sent to this bus-breakdown 
scene that had caused a visible slowing-down of the 
traffic. He ordered the bus to be steered to a convenient 
position (as if the driver would not have, had it been 
possible). The bus crew explained to him the situation, 
and surprisingly, he regained his calm, and immediately 
started disciplining the traffic. It was inspiring to watch 
him work in the rain. I wish he and his colleagues' eve-
ryday efforts (despite the noise, the dust, the smoke and 
the chaos) were appreciated by all of us in the public, in 

general. 

Suddenly a person in an all-blue uniform jumped down 
from a moving bus and came running to our wreck. He 
was greeted with an ear-to-ear smile by both the driver 
and the conductor. And after an equally extensive smile 
in return, the blue-suited guy dived underneath the bus 
immediately! I realised he was the mechanic. It was 

such a pleasure to see him work. 

With all these happenings, and with passers-by in cars 
and bikes glancing sympathetically at us and our wreck, 
I spotted another K2! I could not resist shouting to my 
fellow passengers (those that remained) of the arrival of 
our saviour! I thanked the driver and the handyman for 
stopping it for us and boarded it. This time I was literally 
polite to fate and did not dare antagonise it. The bus 
reached Yeshwantpur terminus without any glitch. The 
conductor said something to me and gestured to me the 
direction to the door. I reminded him that I was one of 
the rescued passengers from the wreck, and that my 
destination was farther ahead along the route. While I 
explained this to him in Hindi (with a few Kannada 
words emphatically plugged in-between my Hindi), I saw 
other passengers getting down from the bus grumbling 
at something. Then from within the commotion, my sen-
sitive ears picked up two English words -- "Tyre" and 

"Puncture".  

(Reproduced from my personal notes written originally 
on the 2nd of June 2013. The incidents mentioned in this 
note coincides with the time I was winding up my PhD 

Thesis at the Raman Research Institute, Bangalore.  

Disclaimer: Pursuit of a PhD does not render people 

crazy.) 

PS: I waited for the next K2, and it did bring me to my 

place of residence. 
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